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Graphene is a novel two dimensional material that is revolutionizing many areas 
of science and it is no surprise that a lot of effort is dedicated to its investigation. One of 
the major areas of graphene research is the development of procedures for its large scale 
production. Chapter 1 describes in detail approaches that are most prevalent for growing 
graphene. Among many recently developed methodologies, graphene oxide reduction 
stands out as a straightforward and scalable procedure for producing final material with 
properties similar to graphene. Graphene oxide reduction approaches are a rapidly 
developing area of research with new procedures frequently emerging. 
One of the novel approaches for producing multilayer graphene is the laser 
reduction of graphite oxide. This work is presented in chapter 2 and it describes the entire 
production cycle: synthesis of graphite oxide, fabrication of graphite oxide thin films and 
a detailed explanation of the laser reduction procedures. Irradiation parameters for 
achieving best possible reduction are determined and the role of the background 
environment during the reduction process is investigated. It is determined that laser 
reduction has to take place in an oxygen-free environment. For pulsed laser systems, 
incubation doses at appropriate laser fluences are required to initiate reduction. Extensive 
material characterization with spectroscopic and microscopic techniques is presented as 
well. An extension of this work geared towards applications is presented in chapter 3. It 
is determined that the combination of laser reduced graphite oxide-unreduced graphite 
oxide produces a photosensitive material. The efficiency of light conversion into the 
electrical current is greatly dependent on the oxygen content of the underlying graphite 
 xvi 
oxide. Sensors based on the laser reduced graphite oxide-low oxygen content unreduced 
graphite oxide exhibit best light sensing characteristics in the full visible light range. 
Developing novel ways for reducing graphite oxide is an ongoing effort. 
Chapter 4 presents a new method for achieving complete reduction of graphite oxide for 
producing predominantly sp
2
 hybridized material with a carbon to oxygen ratio of ~ 215. 
This approach is based on the irradiation of graphite oxide with a high flux 3 keV Ar ions 
in vacuum. Reduced material is characterized in detail with microscopic and 
spectroscopic techniques. It is determined that angle of irradiation greatly influences the 
final surface morphology of reduced graphite oxide. It is also concluded that ion energy 
and flux has a significant effect on the final carbon to oxygen ratio in addition to 
influencing the surface morphology. 
Lastly, the study presented in chapter 5 investigates multilayer epitaxial graphene 
growth on silicon carbide ceramic in ultra-high vacuum conditions. Epitaxial graphene 
growth on silicon carbide is of immense technological relevance and understanding the 
mechanisms governing the formation of graphene layers is essential for being able to 
control the final properties of the grown material. Quadrupole mass spectrometry is 
utilized for characterizing the molecular and atomic species that sublime from silicon 
carbide during the high temperature epitaxial growth. The masses are monitored as a 
function of temperature and heating time. This work allows the determination of energy 
of silicon sublimation from silicon carbide. Final characterization of the prepared film is 







1.1  Graphene – a novel two dimensional material 
1.1.1 Background 
Graphene in its pristine form can be described as a network of sp
2
 hybridized 
carbon atoms arranged in a hexagonal network, similar to chicken wire (Figure 1.1). The 
first theoretical work describing the band structure of a single layer of graphite was 
published by Wallace in 1947 [3]. The first experimental observation of a graphite 
monolayer was by Boehm in 1961 [4]. The first measurements of the electrical properties 
of an isolated graphene sheet were performed by Novoselov and coworkers in 2004 [5]. 
The work by Novoselov and coworkers stimulated scientific interest in graphene, which 
led to the blossoming of the area of science dedicated to the interdisciplinary 
investigation of graphene’s properties and discovery of its novel applications. This 
chapter will briefly introduce the reader to the area of science dedicated to graphene 
research and will explain its importance. 
Graphene can be viewed as a starting building block for some of the carbon 
allotropes: zero-dimensional fullerene, one-dimensional nanotubes and three-dimensional 
graphite (Figure 1.1). In principal, these allotropes can be interconverted into each other, 
with some of the transformations being more readily achievable than others. Of all carbon 
allotropes, graphene can be most closely compared to carbon nanotubes, both in its 
structure and properties. Not surprisingly, graphene nanoribbon can be viewed as just 
unzipped single wall nanotube. This conversion was first achieved in 2009 [6]. The 
 2 
reverse transformation has not being experimentally shown so far, despite several 
theoretical predictions [7,8]. Folding a nanographene to make a fullerene, though, has 
been experimentally demonstrated and the process has been observed with a transmission 
electron miscroscope (TEM) [9].   
 
 
Figure 1.1: Graphene is a starting building material for fullerene, nanotube and 
graphite. 
 
Due to the unique sp
2
 hybridized hexagonal carbon network structure, graphene 
possesses properties that are unique from other materials. Specifically, graphene is 
reported to be the strongest material known to date with a breaking strength of ~ 42 N/m 
and a Young’s modulus of ~ 1 TPa [10]. Thermal conductivity of graphene is remarkable 
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 [11] exceeding that of a 
13
C 




) [12].  But the property that graphene is most 
sought after is its electrical characteristics. Due to graphene’s unique electronic structure, 
it is capable of effectively conducting electrical charge, with mobilities reaching 
















 at 300 K [13]. 
Because of these characteristics as well as the technological and commercial 
potential that graphene holds it is not surprising that a lot of resources have been 
dedicated to the challenge of its production on a large scale. As a result, novel methods 
have been developed for producing both pristine and modified graphene. Both of these 
materials have significant value.  
 
1.1.2 Production methods 
The methods that are commonly used for producing graphene are as follows: 
mechanical exfoliation of graphite, epitaxial graphene growth on silicon carbide, 
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) growth on metals and reduction of graphene oxide. 
Section 1.2 in this chapter will discuss graphene oxide and its reduction in detail. 
Mechanical exfoliation of graphene has been first achieved in 2004 by peeling 
individual layers of graphene from a piece of graphite using a sticky tape [5]. By 
repeating this process numerous times and then rubbing the residue left on the sticky tape 
onto the specially prepared substrate, a single layer of graphite has been isolated, 
observed by an optical microscope and its electrical properties investigated for the first 
time. The substrate that allows this direct optical visualization is prepared by growing 
~ 300 nm of silicon dioxide on a silicon substrate. This combination of materials 
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produces the contrast necessary for observing graphene, even though it is an atomically 
thin material. Though this approach is suitable for academic investigation of graphene, it 
is not technologically relevant or viable for large scale production. At the time this 
chapter is written, the mechanical exfoliation approach has been also successfully applied 
for isolating individual single layers of other materials that exist in nature as bulk layered 
structures. The number of these materials is expanding every day, with the most relevant 
candidates for electronic applications being molybdenum disulfide and titanium disulfide. 
 At about the same time as the development of the mechanical exfoliation 
approach, a group of scientists at Georgia Institute of Technology has been perfecting 
another promising approach for a large scale production of graphene. The method, known 
as epitaxial graphene growth on silicon carbide (SiC) [14,15], relies on the precise 
control of parameters to achieve uniform growth of graphene. Depending on the desired 
number of graphene layers, the silicon carbide ceramic is heated to a temperature of 
~1500 °C at a pressure of ~ 1 × 10
-4
 Torr, for various periods of time. The mechanism of 
graphene growth in this method is generally understood in terms of silicon sublimation 
and reorganization of the remaining carbon atoms to a lower energy state – graphene. 
This approach is viewed as most easily adaptable for the industrial implementation and 
device fabrication.  
 Several years after the introduction of the mechanical exfoliation of graphite, 
another strategy for graphene growth came to light – CVD graphene growth. It relies on 
the use of metallic substrates (Cu, Ni, Ru, Ir and Pt), carbon bearing precursor gases and 
high temperatures to grow graphene both in vacuum and in inert gas environments [2,16-
19]. An interesting characteristic of this method is that it is possible to grow precise 
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number of graphene layers, depending on the metal substrate. This is explained in terms 
of carbon diffusion into the metal substrate; with copper, having low carbon solubility, 
producing primarily individual layers of graphene. The main challenge with this approach 
is that the quality of graphene is greatly dependent on the quality of the underlying metal 
substrate. Additionally, it is necessary to separate graphene from the metal substrate, if it 
is to be utilized. This step can introduce defects and impurities that have negative impact 
on the final properties of graphene. 
 Last but not least, the method for graphene production that will be greatly 
discussed in this Thesis is the reduction of graphene oxide and graphite oxide. Section 1.2 
of this chapter will introduce this material and the methods currently employed for 
producing graphene-like materials from graphene oxide and graphite oxide.  
 
1.1.3 Applications 
Investigation of graphene has led to the development of numerous applications 
that use it directly or in conjunction with other materials. Academic studies that bring 
unique properties of graphene to light are fueling this process. Complete review of all 
possible applications is beyond the scope of this chapter, but briefly some of them will be 
mentioned in this section.  
As mentioned in Section 1.1.1, the main interest in graphene is for its high 
electrical conductivity, therefore the use of graphene sheets as transparent electrodes with 
very low electrical resistance is of a great interest [2,20,21]. Naturally, most of the 
graphene production methods that are scalable, such as epitaxially grown graphene on 
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silicon carbide, CVD graphene and reduced graphene oxide have direct relevance for this 
application.  
Mechanical strength of graphene is leading to the creation of composites that 
incorporate individual graphene flakes to produce materials with higher strength to 
weight ratios [22-24]. Additionally, these composites can have an added benefit of being 
conductive. An offshoot of this approach is the creation of the carbon based conductive 
inks [25]. This can lead to being able to print electrical circuitries on any insulating 
flexible substrate.  
Graphene’s strength and its chemical inertness are prompting researchers into 
investigating the use of graphene as a coating on metallic substrates to prevent corrosion 
due to the environmental exposure [26-28]. This has direct relevance to extending the 
lifetime of the iron based infrastructure. The method of coating these structures with 
graphene is largely based on growing graphene on these metallic structures from carbon 
bearing precursor molecules at elevated temperatures in inert environments. 
Alternatively, coating metal structures directly with a pre-grown graphene film can also 
be accomplished. 
More recently graphene has found its uses in solar cell applications. When a 
single layer of graphene is deposited on a n-doped silicon substrate and exposed to 
AM1.5 illumination, the efficiency of power conversion has been reported to achieve 
8.6% [29]. This also leads to the development of broadband light sensors, which are 
extremely efficient even in infrared region [30,31]. This high sensitivity in the infrared 
range can lead to the development of better night vision equipment as well as improved 
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space based infrared telescopes. Graphene based biosensors and gas sensors are also in 
development with many promising results [32-36]. 
Each year of research of graphene technology leads to the abundance of novel 
applications that, when fully developed, can have a significant and lasting impact on 
societies throughout the world, leading to improvements ranging from energy conversion 
and storage to inhibiting corrosion of iron based infrastructure. 
 
1.2 Graphene oxide 
1.2.1 Background 
Graphene oxide is a single layer of oxidized graphite, just like graphene can be 
thought of as a single layer of graphite (Figures 1.2b and 1.2c). Oxidized graphite is 
generally referred to as graphite oxide (GO). The first reported synthesis of GO was by 
Brodie in 1858 [37]. Hummers and Offeman in 1957 modified the procedure to make it 
safer [38]. To this day this synthetic procedure, which is now generally referred to as 
Hummers method, remains one of the primary ways of producing bulk GO, though there 
are other methods that have been also developed and will be briefly described in the next 
subsection 1.2.2.  
Graphene oxide, in its as prepared form, has a structure similar to that of 
graphene, except that most of the sp
2
 hybridized carbon atoms become sp
3
 hybridized due 
to the introduction of the oxygen containing functional groups (Figure 1.2a). Though 
there are variations in the amounts and types of the functional groups introduced into 
graphene upon oxidation, generally the following functionalities are present: hydroxyl, 
epoxy, carbonyl and carboxyl. The structure of graphene oxide is still debated, but it is  
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Figure 1.2: (a) Proposed graphene oxide structural model [1]. (b) AFM image of a 
single layer graphene oxide on silicon substrate. (c) SEM image of a suspended sheet of 
multilayer graphene oxide. 
 
generally agreed upon that epoxy and hydroxyl groups are present above and below the 
basal plane of graphene oxide; carbonyl and carboxyl functionalities decorate the edges. 
These polar groups significantly change both chemical and electronic properties of 
graphene oxide, compared to graphene. Due to the polar nature of the attached functional 
groups, GO can form stable colloidal dispersions in water and other polar solvents. 
Because of the same functional groups, GO can be a wide-bandgap semiconductor or an 
insulator with a bandgap as large as ~4 eV, depending on the level of oxidation [39]. 
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Additionally, sheet resistance of GO is ~ 10
10
 Ω/sq [40] compared to ~ 30 Ω/sq for 
pristine graphene on SiO2 [41]. Because of these inferior electrical conductivity values, 
oxygen containing functionalities have to be removed from GO (the process is termed 
graphene oxide reduction), if this material to be used for graphene production. 
Though graphite oxidation has been studied due to the technological importance 
of this reaction, the value of GO was not recognized until 2006 when the search for new 
ways of making graphene prompted scientist to look into chemical approaches for its 
production. For the first time researchers determined that GO can be readily exfoliated in 
water to form single layer graphene oxide sheets which can be deposited on any substrate 
and, when most of the oxygen containing functionalities are removed, the sheets can have 
properties resembling those of graphene [42]. Other studies soon followed, exploring 
additional ways of synthesizing, exfoliating and reducing GO. Research on this subject is 
ongoing and this Thesis will introduce several new ways for reducing GO. 
 
1.2.2 Production methods 
As mentioned in subsection 1.2.1, GO was first synthesized by Brodie. The 
procedure involves a reaction between graphite powder, potassium chlorate (KClO3) and 
fuming nitric acid (>90% HNO3) [37]. Due to the nature of the reactants, the procedure is 
reported to be inherently dangerous, with a possibility for an explosion. Hummers and 
Offeman modified the procedure to make it safer [38], by reacting graphite with sodium 
nitrate (NaNO3), potassium permanganate (KMnO4) and concentrated sulfuric acid 
(H2SO4).  
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Because of an increased interest in GO, new procedures for its production are 
frequently introduced. One of the procedures excludes sodium nitrate from the reaction 
mixture. The method calls for an increased amount of KMnO4, and reaction has to be 
performed with a 9:1 mixture of sulfuric/phosphoric acids (H2SO4/H3PO4) [43]. The 
procedure produces GO with and increased oxygen content compared to the one 
produced with the Hummers method. Recently, a method that does not rely on the use of 
strong oxidizing agents has been demonstrated. This approach produces edge-
carboxylated material, in many of its properties similar to GO, by ball milling graphite in 
the presence of dry ice in a sealed container [44].  The advantage of the method is in its 
edge-selective functionalization of graphite - the basal plane remains unoxidized, thus 
milder reduction procedure have to be performed.  
To produce graphene oxide from any of the previously mentioned methods, 
graphite oxide has to be exfoliated in solution. This is generally accomplished via mild 
sonication in water or other polar solvents. The resulting solution, when diluted, contains 
predominantly single layer graphene oxide sheets. 
  
1.2.3 Reduction 
Previous sections provided introduction for why GO is important for graphene 
research and also the reader was introduced to several currently widely used methods for 
making GO. Due to the abundance of oxygen containing functional groups in GO, the 
material has properties that are too dissimilar from graphene. Removal of these functional 
groups is an essential step for producing highly conductive material that closely 
resembles graphene. There are many ways for achieving this objective, with some 
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procedures being better than others, and a brief overview of these methods is presented 
below. 
 Chemical reduction approaches are widely used for removing oxygen containing 
functionalities from graphene oxide. Reduction with hydrazine hydrate (NH2NH2 • H2O) 
of GO solution [42] and with hydrazine vapor of GO thin films [43] are most commonly 
used methods. One of the disadvantages of using hydrazine reduction method is the 
introduction of heteroatomic impurities, specifically in the form of covalently bound 
nitrogen species (e.g. hydrazones, amines, aziridines) which can act as n-type 
dopants [45]. Reduction with sodium borohydride (NaBH4) [44] is advantageous over 
hydrazine approach, because no impurity incorporation occurs. Unfortunately the overall 
reduction efficiency with sodium borohydride is not as high as with hydrazine. Another 
approach that rivals the hydrazine reduction method, yet lacks its drawbacks is based on 
treating GO films for 1 h at 100 °C in 55% hydroiodic (HI) acid [46]. 
Thermal reduction of GO is another widely used approach. Unlike chemical 
reduction, thermal reduction can be subdivided on bulk and nanoscale reduction. Bulk 
reduction is generally performed in vacuum [47,48] or in an inert environment [49] at 
temperatures as high as 1900 °C to achieve the best possible quality of the reduced 
material. Nanoscale reduction is performed with a heated atomic force microscope 
(AFM) tip [50] at temperatures approaching ~1100 °C. Thermally reduced graphite 
oxides, depending on the reduction temperatures, vary in their final oxygen content and 
the sheet resistance values. Overall, GO films that are thermally reduced exhibit better 
characteristics then their chemically reduced counterparts. This is primarily due to a more 
complete removal of the oxygen containing functionalities. 
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Photoreduction approaches encompass both broadband and narrowband light 
sources. Broadband photoreduction is generally achieved with either a xenon discharge 
lamp, camera flash or solar radiation [51-53]. The quality of reduced GO greatly depends 
on the intensity of the irradiation. Narrowband light source photoreduction is performed 
with either continuous or pulsed laser systems with a variety of pulse widths (ranging 
from nanosecond to femtosecond) [54-60]. Laser reduction will be discussed in great 
detail in chapter 2.  
Non-thermal and non-chemical approaches based on radiation processing of GO 
are also emerging as promising methods for producing graphitic materials from graphite 
oxide. So far, these techniques have been limited to electron [61,62] and plasma [63,64] 
irradiation. Chapter 4 of this Thesis will describe a highly efficient Ar ion beam GO 
reduction approach. To the best knowledge of this Thesis’ author, no prior work has been 
done on ion beam GO reduction. 
 
1.2.4 Applications 
An increased interest in graphene also heightened researchers’ interest in 
graphene oxide and graphite oxide. Unique applications for these two materials emerge 
with surprising frequency, which at times rival that of graphene itself. The areas where 
graphene oxide and graphite oxide are found to be useful can be categorized into broad 
categories: transparent conductive films, composites, energy harvesting/storage, 
medicinal and environmental applications. This list is by no means a comprehensive 
review of all possible application – it is rather a glimpse of where the research is heading 
at this point in time. 
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The use of thin films of GO as transparent conductive coatings is a logical choice, 
since it is easy to produce well dispersed single layer graphene oxide films that can be 
deposited on any substrate (rigid or flexible). As previously mentioned, graphene oxide 
has a high sheet resistance, which renders it primarily insulating. With a continuous 
improvement of the reduction protocols, full restoration of the conductive properties to 
graphene oxide is within sight. The hydroiodic acid reduction procedure already produces 
films with sheet resistances of ~ 1.6 kΩ/sq [46]. The laser reduction approach, described 
in chapter 2 of this Thesis as well as the corresponding peer-reviewed publications, 
demonstrates methods for producing reduced graphite oxide films with sheet resistances 
of ~ 100-500 Ω/sq [57,60].  
Due to a rather high Young’s modulus of graphene oxide (~ 207.6 GPa) [65] and 
its ease of blending with many polymers, graphene oxide is a great choice for improving 
mechanical and electrical properties of these materials. Depending on whether the final 
composite needs to be conductive or remain insulating, the graphene oxide additive can 
be either reduced or remain unreduced. Recent examples of work in this area produced 
conductive hydrogel materials [66,67]. 
Energy harvesting and storage applications of graphene oxide and graphite oxide 
are one of the most rapidly developing areas of research. Recently published reports on 
the use of laser reduced GO as supercapacitors [68,69] pave the way for future 
development of the GO based energy storage technology. Chapter 3 of this Thesis 
presents an approach for converting light energy to electrical current with laser reduced 
GO without the use of any additional hybrid materials. Other reports also demonstrate the 
use of reduced GO for solar cell applications [70-72].  
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Medicinal applications of graphene oxide and graphite oxide are just beginning to 
be investigated. Recent reports indicate promising application for graphene oxide as an 
effective antibacterial agent, disrupting bacterial activity by causing membrane and 
oxidation stress [35,73,74]. Cellular imaging and drug delivery with the use of graphene 
oxide are other rapidly developing applications [75,76]. Cellular imaging with graphene 
oxide is possible due to its inherent photoluminescence in the visible and infrared 
regions.  Drug delivery is achieved through an additional functionalization of the sheets 
to render them biocompatible. The sheets can be also loaded with cytotoxic drugs, the 
release of which is initiated by the pH-sensitive release mechanism [76]. This targeted 
drug delivery can be further enhanced when graphene oxide sheets are loaded with 
magnetic nanoparticles, which would allow the sheets to be easily delivered to the 
targeted location in the body [77-79]. Of course, effects of graphene oxide and its 
derivatives will have to be carefully examined, if they are to be safely used as therapeutic 
delivery agents. 
 Environmental applications of GO hold tremendous promise as well. A recently 
published report indicates the high sorption affinity of graphene oxide towards highly 
toxic radionuclides, which allows for their rapid removal from contaminated water [80]. 
The report indicates high removal efficiency of actinides, including Am(III), Th(IV), 
Pu(IV), Np(V), U(VI) and typical fission products Sr(II), Eu(III) and Tc(VII). Similar 





1.3 Thesis Organization 
The remaining chapters of the Thesis are organized as follows. Chapter 2 will 
introduce the reader to the GO laser reduction approach. Careful spectroscopic, 
microscopic and electrical characterization of GO before and after laser reduction will be 
presented. Mechanism of laser reduction is investigated as well. Chapter 3 will build on 
the laser reduction work and will introduce a novel GO-laser reduced GO light sensing 
device. The effects of the oxygen content of the starting GO substrate on the efficiency of 
laser reduced GO light sensing will be examined. Chapter 4 focuses on the novel and 
highly efficient Ar ion beam GO reduction approach that has not been previously seen in 
the literature. Extremely high carbon to oxygen ratio of ~ 215 is achieved for the reduced 
material, compared to the ~ 2.37 of the untreated GO. Careful spectroscopic, microscopic 
and electrical characterization of the reduced material is performed. Chapter 5 is a related 
study on the multilayer graphene growth on silicon carbide substrate. Quadrupole mass 
spectrometric (QMS) investigation of the subliming species is performed, and their 
evolution as a function of growth time and temperature is monitored. The final films are 
characterized with Raman and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and the 
distribution of carbon and silicon species within the film is evaluated with XPS depth 
profiling. Chapter 6 will provide concluding remarks for the performed work and its 
broader application will be suggested.  
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CHAPTER II 





As the motivation for reproducible, inexpensive growth strategies for macroscale 
graphene production continues to intensify, synthetic chemistry approaches have emerged 
as appealing alternatives to methods that require (ultra) high vacuum pressures or 
cleanroom facilities.  Laser reduction of graphite oxide has emerged as one of the 
promising methods for producing high quality graphitic materials and several groups 
have been investigating this photoreduction approach [54-59]. Even though many GO 
reduction methods have been reported so far, very few groups have demonstrated 
definitive graphene formation from GO as verified by observation of the characteristic G' 
peak in the Raman spectra [48,52,57] and a corresponding low sheet resistance.   
In this chapter, a technique for the production of the high-quality multilayer 
graphene features from direct laser irradiation of graphite oxide using both CW and 
pulsed nanosecond laser (248, 355 and 532 nm) is described. Laser reduction approaches 
that rely upon the use of inert background gases have been shown to achieve the best 
reduction of graphite oxide as verified with Raman spectroscopy [57]. This aspect of the 
GO laser reduction is explored in detail in subsection 2.4.3 and the characterization of the 
laser-produced features to verify their graphitic nature is described in subsections 2.4.1 
and 2.4.2.  
                                                 
1
 Reprinted with permission from [57]. Copyright 2010. American Chemical Society. 
2
 Reprinted with permission from [60]. Copyright 2013. Elsevier. 
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In addition to conventional lasers, pulsed excimer lasers have been enabling tools 
at the forefront of laser processing that includes state-of-the-art lithographic 
nanopatterning, where their deep ultraviolet (UV) wavelengths, coupled with new 
interferometric techniques [83], have overcome previous concepts of optical lithography 
limitations to routinely allow the fabrication of feature sizes well below 100 nm [84,85]. 
In the case of the graphite oxide reduction, the strong laser-induced electric fields and 
deep ultraviolet (UV) wavelengths can provide electronic excitation and non-thermal 
desorption pathways for the oxygen functionalities as well.  Since fully oxidized GO has 
a strong absorbance at 5.37 eV (231 nm) [86], it was also natural to extend the process to 
4.99 eV (248 nm). 
In subsection 2.4.3 248 nm excimer laser light is used to examine the role of 
pulsed deep-UV reduction of GO. Micro-Raman spectra, X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS) spectra, laser-pulse and power dependence data are presented in 
section 2.4.   These results collectively demonstrate that the use of a high purity inert 
background gas or a vacuum environment in conjunction with the appropriate number of 
incubation laser pulses is the key to successful laser reduction of graphite oxide. It is 
determined that the very low oxygen content (~ 2-4%) on/in the graphene lattice 
produced via laser irradiation of GO results in a minimal disruption of the graphene 
structure. Mechanism of the laser induced GO reduction and the potential utility of this 
approach in device fabrication strategies is discussed in subsections 2.4.4 and 2.4.5. 
Merging of the well-established excimer laser lithographic techniques with the laser 
based approaches for GO reduction allows microscale patterning and will allow 
fabrication of graphene features with nanoscale resolution in the near future. 
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2.2 Sample preparation 
Graphite oxide was synthesized using a modified Hummers method by reacting 
graphite powder (325 mesh, Alfa Aesar) with sulfuric acid (H2SO4), potassium 
permanganate (KMnO4) and sodium nitrate (NaNO3) [37,38]. The reaction time was 
increased to 7 days to allow for a complete oxidation of graphite. The final product was 
purified through the cycles of dilution with nanopure water followed by centrifugation. 
The purification procedure was repeated until the solution reached pH 7. The graphite 
oxide solution was then concentrated using centrifugation and was stored in a brown 
glass container to prevent exposure to light. Concentration of the stock solution 
(~ 3.115 mg mL
-1
) was determined by weighing a dried GO film produced from a known 
volume of the concentrated GO solution. Thick GO films were produced with a 47 mm 
diameter high pressure filtration funnel (Pall Corporation). The thickness of the produced 
films depends on the concentration of the graphite oxide solution. For these experiments 
5 mL of concentrated GO solution was pipetted out and mixed with enough deionized 
water to make a 50 mL solution. The solution was pressure-filtered through a Whatman 
47 mm nylon filter membrane with 200 nm pores at 170 psi of head pressure. The filtered 
graphite oxide on the nylon membrane was either dried in a Drierite desiccator for 48 hrs 
or for 24 hours at 105 °C in an oven to produce uniformly thick free standing GO films. 
These films were approximately 5-8 µm thick and were stored in a dessicator prior to 
being used. These two drying methods resulted in a ~ 29% oxygen content GO film. 
For some of the experiments, samples with lower oxygen content were produced 
by heating graphite oxide films at 150 °C for 24, resulting in a graphite oxide with ~ 18% 
oxygen content. To produce samples with ~ 10% oxygen content, graphite oxide films 
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were heated at 500 °C in vacuum (~ 1 × 10
-6
 Torr) for 2 hours.  These films were used in 
the evaluation of the reduction of graphite oxide with laser irradiation.  
It is necessary to clarify that in the literature there appears to be a wide discrepancy 
as to the exact amount of oxygen present in GO. The variations might arise because of 
the drying and storage procedures utilized by the experimenters. In this work, by 
following the experimental procedure outlined above, the starting GO films always 
contained identical amounts of oxygen (~ 29%) as determined by XPS analysis (the 
typical XPS detection limit ranges between 0.05-0.1 atomic percent for all elements). 
Due to the ease of GO partial photo- and thermal reduction, it is necessary to protect both 
the solution and dried powder from exposure to ambient light and temperatures in excess 
of 105°C, unless it is desired to obtain samples with decreased oxygen content. 
 
2.3 Experimental setup 
 In order to achieve best quality reduced material, graphite oxide laser reduction 
has to be performed in oxygen-free environments. This can be readily achieved by 
irradiating GO either in a gas flow cell, purged with an inert gas, or in a vacuum 
chamber. The schematic diagram of the experimental setup used for the reduction of GO 
in a gas flow cell is shown in Figure 2.1. The gases that are evaluated include nitrogen, 
argon, helium and ambient air. Gas flowing can be accomplished with a precision mass 
flow controller or direct purging with ~ 5 psi of gas pressure through the gas inlet. The 
desired outcome is to evaluate what role the background gases play in improving the GO 
reduction process. Presumably, their main contribution is in the decrease of the oxygen 
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concentration in the gas flow cell during the laser irradiation, which improves the quality 
of the laser reduced GO.  
 
Figure 2.1: Experimental setup for the CW laser irradiation of GO in inert gas 
environment 
 
A complementary GO laser reduction approach is to perform irradiation of GO in 
vacuum environments. The experimental setup for the irradiation of GO in vacuum is 
similar to the one used for the gas flow cell experiments, except the gas flow cell is 
replaced with a vacuum chamber evacuated with vacuum pumps to pressures as low as 
~ 1 × 10
-6
 Torr. The laser light is delivered to the sample through the quartz viewport, 
which has excellent transmission characteristics both in the utraviolet and visible 
wavelength ranges.  
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For the laser reduction experiments, several laser sources have been evaluated 
including continuous and pulsed systems. Continuous wave laser, in the form of a laser 
diode with an excitation wavelength of 532 nm and 20 mW power, has been used for the 
reduction of GO in the inert-gas purged gas flow cell. The laser light was delivered to the 
sample through the 20× microscope objective. Pulsed Nd:YAG laser system (pulse 
width ~ 9 ns)  was used for evaluating the reduction of GO in a gas flow cell as well. 
Experiments involving nanosecond Nd:YAG laser system were performed with an 
unfocused laser beam with a repetition rate of 20 Hz. KrF excimer laser system was used 
for irradiation of graphite oxide both in vacuum and in inert gas environments. A 
10 × 10 mm aperture was imaged onto the sample at approximately 5:1 reduction using a 
projection beamline, and produced a rectangular spot on the GO sample that was 
~ 1.8 × 1.98 mm. The KrF laser with a 248 nm wavelength and a pulse width of ~ 25 ns 
was operated at a repetition rate of 1 Hz, and an attenuator was used to achieve laser 
fluences that ranged from 60 to 400 mJ cm
-2
. Three experimental conditions were 
employed to promote a reducing environment: high vacuum (~ 10
-6
 Torr), low vacuum 
(~ 9.8  10
-2
 Torr), and flowing (500 sccm) ultrahigh purity N2. The advantage of pulsed 
laser systems is in the ability to evaluate the reduction of graphite oxide on a pulse by 
pulse basis and in achieving tunable wavelengths and laser fluences. Additionally, energy 
is delivered in short bursts resulting in a minimal heating of the sample, especially when 





2.4 Results and Discussion 
2.4.1 Raman characterization 
 Raman spectra were acquired with a Bruker Senterra micro-Raman spectrometer 
(~ 9 cm
-1
 spectral resolution) using a 532 nm excitation wavelength and a 20× objective 
(Olympus M Plan 20X/0.40 ∞/0). Micro-Raman mapping was performed through a 100× 
objective (Olympus M Plan 100×/0.90 ∞/0). The laser power was attenuated to 2 mW. At 
this low level, laser-induced reduction and damage of the GO surface is negligible.  
For the sake of comparison, Raman spectral signatures from highly oriented 
pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) are shown in Figure 2.2a.  Two major peaks are assigned to 
the G mode (~ 1590 cm
-1
) and the G mode (~ 2720 cm
-1
).  The G mode is the in-plane 
vibration of the carbon atom sp
2
 network.  This one phonon process involves E2g optical 
phonons near the Γ point [87].  The G' mode is formed as a result of a two-phonon 
resonant scattering process. Though the D-band is not present in HOPG and defect free 
samples, the G' feature is always observed with widths defined by the thickness and 
stacking order along the c-axis.  For single layer graphene, a single Lorenztian line shape 
centered at 2690 cm
-1
 can indicate electronic structure that is dominated by Dirac-Weyl 
dispersion [87].  It is therefore accepted as one of best optical signatures regarding the 
presence of graphene. 
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Figure 2.2: (a) Raman spectra of HOPG and a graphite oxide (GO) flake. (b) Raman 
spectra of GO after treatment with CW (20 mW at 532 nm) excitation in air and N2 






The Raman spectrum of GO is also shown in Figure 2.2a.  It is vastly different 
than that from HOPG.  Specifically: i) the G-band is much broader and blue shifted 
(~ 5 - 10 cm
-1
); ii) there is a strong D-band at 1345 cm
-1
; and iii) the G' band is nearly 
absent.   These dramatic changes are correlated with structural changes and defects 
associated with the hydroxyl and epoxy groups in the basal plane and a variety of alkyl 
and oxygen-containing functional groups terminating the edges.  Figure 2.2b shows the 
Raman spectrum of GO irradiated with a CW 532 nm beam in the presence of ambient 
air.  The G'-band is observed and there is a narrowing of the G-band as well as 
diminution of the D-band.  When using N2 background gas, the G'-band is further 
enhanced, the G-band is much narrower and the D-band is nearly removed.  Figure 2.2b 
also shows the Raman spectra of GO irradiated with pulsed 532 and 355 nm photons in 
N2 background.  Formation of the G'-band and G-band narrowing also occurs.  However, 
the D-band feature, though reduced relative to untreated GO, remains independent of the 
laser flux.  This indicates an intrinsic difference in the defect density and material quality 
relative to that formed using CW excitation. 
Since the width of the G' feature can yield valuable information regarding the 
graphene thickness, Figure 2.3 shows a detailed view of the measured G' band for the 
CW 532 nm laser reduced GO in N2 environment.  The primary peak can be fit with a 
single Lorentzian with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of ~ 65 cm
-1
.  The FWHM 
for mechanically exfoliated graphene supported on a SiO2 surface is known to be 
~ 30 cm
-1
 [88].  According to the width and thickness correlation, the measured FWHM 




Figure 2.3: G' feature obtained in the bottom of the depression after CW 532 laser 
irradiation of graphite oxide.  The peak is well fit by a single Lorentzian and the FWHM 
indicates the presence of multilayer graphene. 
 
 Figure 2.4 represents the typical Raman spectra obtained for unirradiated graphite 
oxide and excimer laser-reduced graphite oxide in high vacuum after 32 pulses at 
~ 138 mJ/cm
2
. Figure 2.4 inset shows GO reduction as a function of the number of laser 
pulses at ~138 mJ/cm
2
 laser fluence. The spectra were normalized to the G peak. In the 
untreated graphite oxide two main peaks were observed, D (~ 1351 cm
-1
) and G 
(~ 1590 cm
-1
). Due to the sp
3
 hybridization nature of the graphite oxide carbon bonds, the 
D peak is very prominent. Upon excimer laser irradiation, the D peak position is shifted 
by ~ 9 cm
-1
 to ~ 1342 cm
-1 
and the intensity is greatly reduced; the G peak position is 
shifted by ~ 25 cm
-1
 to ~ 1575 cm
-1
 and a prominent G' peak grows at ~ 2672 cm
-1
 
indicating production of graphitic features.    
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Figure 2.4: Typical Raman spectrum of untreated GO (red curve) compared with a 
spectrum of excimer laser-reduced GO (black curve) produced with 32 pulses at 
~138 mJ/cm
2
 laser fluence in high vacuum (~10
-6
 Torr). The inset is the pulse 
dependence of GO reduction at 138 mJ/cm2 in high vacuum (~10-6 Torr). 
 
This G' peak can be fit with a single Lorentzian with a typical FWHM between 
~ 50-65 cm
-1
 [57]. Previous work has indicated that the G' peak with a single Lorentzian 
profile can reveal the presence of turbostratic graphite, which is composed of multiple 
randomly oriented graphene sheets [89,90]. The presence of the D peak in the laser-
reduced graphite oxide spectrum can be attributed either to the remaining oxygen species 
present after the reduction or possibly to the defects associated with the edge scattering in 
the graphene sheets. Alternatively, due to the laser reduced layer being directly on top of 
graphite oxide, the D band can be partially attributed to the Raman scattering from the 
underlying GO support. Additionally, Raman spectroscopy can be used to estimate the 
mean domain sizes or interdefect distances   (  ) in graphene from the empirical 
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relationship   (  )  (      




)  , where    is the probe laser wavelength in 
nanometers and    and    are the integrated Raman intensities of the D and G 
bands [91,92]. From Figure 2.4, the    values of 18.2 nm and 31.5 nm were calculated 
for the untreated and the laser reduced graphite oxide, respectively. An increase in the     
value indicates a transition of the laser-reduced graphite oxide to a more ordered state 
with fewer defects [92]. 
 
2.4.2 XPS characterization 
XPS spectra were collected with a Thermo Scientific K-Alpha XPS system using 
an Al Ka X-ray source. The spot size of the X-ray beam was set to 200 µm. XPS is often 
used as a technique for verifying reduction of graphite oxide. XPS is capable of 
quantitative measurement of material composition and elucidating the chemical 
environment surrounding atoms by measuring core level shifts, which are affected by 
bonding states. Since it is difficult to extract detailed information regarding defects and 
structure within the graphene lattice, XPS analysis is generally more useful when done in 
conjunction with Raman spectroscopy. Collectively these two approaches can provide a 
more definitive verification of graphene formation from GO.  Figures 2.5 and 2.6 
illustrate the individual XPS spectra of the graphite oxide film before (Figures 2.5a and 
2.6a) and after (Figures 2.5b and 2.6b) excimer laser irradiation in vacuum (~ 10
-6
 Torr) 
with 32 pulses at ~ 138 mJ/cm
2
. It should be noted that this data is only representative of 
the surface of the samples as the escape depth of X-ray photoelectrons at these energies is 
on the order of ~ 10 nm.  More specifically, the film’s surface was sampled, which 
includes micron-size domains, but the bulk is not sampled. 
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Figure 2.5: XPS spectra of graphite oxide before (a) and after (b) excimer laser 
irradiation in high vacuum after 32 pulses at ~ 138 mJ/cm
2
 laser fluence. Graphite oxide 
before irradiation has ~ 29% of oxygen and C/O ratio of 2.43. After the excimer laser 
irradiation, the oxygen content is decreased to ~ 2-3% and the C/O ratio is 





The untreated graphite oxide (Figure 2.5a), as expected, has dominant carbon and 
oxygen features with a trace amount of residual sulfur left over from the synthesis of 
graphite oxide via the modified Hummers method. The initial oxygen content is ~ 29% 
and the C/O ratio is ~ 2.43 (based on the ratio of areas under the curve of C1s and O1s 
peaks). Curve fitting of the C1s peak (Figure 2.6a) reveals the presence of oxygen 
containing functionalities in the form of epoxy, hydroxyl and carbonyl groups. Once the 
laser reduction is performed, a drastic change in the amount of oxygen is observed 
(Figure 2.6b). The oxygen content is decreased to as little as ~ 2-3%, and the C/O ratio 
reaches ~ 40. Curve fitting of the C1s peak in the laser-reduced sample (Figure 2.6b) 
confirms a predominance of the sp
2
 hybridized carbon, indicating graphene formation; 




Figure 2.6: XPS C1s peak spectra of graphite oxide before (a) and after (b) excimer laser 
irradiation in high vacuum with 32 pulses at ~ 138 mJ/cm
2
 laser fluence. Before 
irradiation, the C1s peak analysis of the untreated graphite oxide reveals the presence of 
oxygen containing functionalities in the form of epoxy, hydroxyl and carbonyl groups. 
After laser irradiation, the peaks associated with the oxygen containing functionalities are 
diminished, and the predominance of the sp
2
 hybridized carbon peak (red curve, peak 




2.4.3  Laser Reduction Parameters 
The CW approach for graphene production utilized the Raman microscope 
532 nm diode laser.  In this case, the laser (~ 20 mW) was focused on the GO sample 
using a 20 objective for a 1 second exposure time. Exposure was carried out either in 
ambient air or in a custom built gas flow cell purged with N2. Graphene formation using 
pulsed ( 9 ns, 20 Hz) irradiation was carried out using the frequency doubled (532 nm) 
and tripled (355 nm) outputs of a Nd:YAG laser.  As with the CW measurements, the GO 
was suspended between two pieces of carbon tape.  The unfocused laser beams irradiated 
the GO foil for approximately 20 seconds with typical energies of a few mJ/pulse or total 
power densities in the MW/cm
2
 regime. 
Figure 2.7 displays integrated D and G' peak intensity ratios (ID/IG') as a function 
of laser pulse power for the nanosecond Nd:YAG laser with 355 and 532 nm laser 
excitations. When using 355 nm photons, the G'-band is produced at the lowest powers 
and the (ID/IG') ratio is about 1–1.5. Though sample surface non-uniformity causes 
variability, this ratio remains close to 1–1.5 even at the highest power. On the contrary, 
the ID/IG' ratio is very dependent on the power when using 532 nm photons and 
discernable 2D-band features are not evident until  5 mJ/pulse.   The 355 nm light 
excites single-photon mediated valence-to-conduction band transitions.  This produces 
electron-hole plasmas in the material at all pulse energies studied.  Since at least two 
532 nm photons are required to exceed the band-gap, a coherent multiphoton or 
incoherent multiple photon process is required to create a similar electron-hole plasma.  
This is consistent with the 532 nm G'-band formation threshold of 2.8 MW/cm
2
 which is 
well below the pre-ablation threshold of graphite [93]. 
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Figure 2.7: The integrated ID/I2D ratio as a function of 532 and 355 nm laser power. 
 
For the GO reduction utilizing the KrF excimer laser, an array of experiments 
were performed on a GO sample in which the laser fluence was varied from 60 to 
400 mJ/cm
2
 along one axis, and the number of laser pulses was varied from 2 to 32 along 
the other axis. Each of the irradiated areas was then analyzed with Raman spectroscopy 
and XPS, and the data is presented using three dimensional (3D) plots (Figures 2.8 and 
2.9). Figure 2.8 shows reduction performed in high vacuum (~ 10
-6
 Torr) and Figure 2.9 
demonstrates reduction performed in a flowing (500 sccm) ultrahigh purity nitrogen. XPS 
3D plots (Figures 2.8a and 2.9a) were produced from XPS spectra obtained from a 
~ 200 µm area on each of the irradiated spots. The colors in the XPS 3D plots represent 
different C/O ratios from 2.43 to 40 obtained by taking the ratios of the areas under the 
C1s and O1s peaks in each spectrum. A higher C/O ratio (red color) means better quality 
reduction to sp
2
 carbon (graphene) features.   
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Figure 2.8: 3D plots of the graphite oxide sample after excimer laser reduction in high 
vacuum as a function of laser fluence and number of laser pulses. (a) Integrated C/O 





Also, Raman 3D plots (Figures 2.8b and 2.9b) were produced by obtaining several 
Raman spectra from each of the laser reduced areas and then averaging them for each of 
the laser irradiated spots.  The colors represent different G'/G peak intensity ratios from 
0.1 to 0.5, with the higher ratio (red color) indicating better quality reduction to graphene. 
It is important to note that the dark blue regions at high laser fluence and high number of 
laser pulses in Figures 2.8 and 2.9 are due to the GO films being ablated to the point of 
not having enough material for analysis. Those regions were assigned a value of zero for 
both the C/O and G'/G ratios. 
By observing all four graphs in Figures 2.8 and 2.9, both Raman and XPS show 
that the application of ~10-15 pulses is necessary to initiate laser reduction of graphite 
oxide to multilayer graphene. This is evident by the transition to higher G'/G ratios and 
higher C/O ratios (from blue to green in all plots).  It is also apparent that XPS is less 
sensitive than micro-Raman spectroscopy with respect to revealing the irradiated areas 
with the best graphene quality. Interestingly, a high C/O ratio (from XPS analysis) is not 
the deciding factor when it comes to determine if graphene signatures are exhibited or 
not. This is very apparent in the high vacuum reduction plots (Figures 2.8a and 2.8b) 
where according to the XPS (Figure 2.8a), graphene should be formed after ~30 laser 
pulses and ~ 300 mJ/cm
2
. Raman analysis, however, reveals that high quality graphene 
signatures are already present after 15-20 laser pulses with only ~ 150 mJ/cm
2 
(Figure 2.8b).  
When comparing XPS and Raman of GO reduction performed in high vacuum 
(Figure 2.8) with GO reduction performed in nitrogen (Figure 2.9), several clear 




 are required in nitrogen (Figure 2.9b) to achieve a similar level of 
graphite oxide reduction when compared with that produced by ~ 15-20 laser pulses at 
~ 150 mJ/cm
2
 in the high vacuum (Figure 2.8b). The XPS plots of the C/O ratios for both 
high vacuum (Figure 2.8a) and nitrogen purged samples (Figure 2.9a) reveal that, 
regardless of the environment, a C/O ratio of ~ 40 is reached after irradiation.  
 
Figure 2.9: 3D plots of the graphite oxide sample after excimer laser reduction in N2 
environment as a function of laser fluence and number of laser pulses. (a) Integrated C/O 
ratios, measured with XPS. (b) G'/G peak intensity ratios, measured with Raman 
spectroscopy. 
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2.4.4 SEM characterization 
 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were acquired using a Zeiss Ultra60 
FE-SEM. The SEM image in Figure 2.10a shows the 10 µm wide × 5 µm deep 
depression formed by 532 nm CW irradiation of GO.  Inspection indicates: i) the depth is 
self-limiting, ii) the edges outwardly expand, and iii) there is no evidence of melt zones 
or substantial particle/material build-up near the edges.  This feature was mapped with 
the micro-Raman spectrometer and it was found that the D-band is present mainly at the 





Figure 2.10: (a) SEM image of the 10 µm  5 µm depression produced by 532 nm CW 
laser irradiation of graphite oxide.  The laser energy was 20 mW.  Note the outward 
expansion of the edges and lack of melt-zones near the edges. (b) Spatially resolved map 
of the Raman G' band that is characteristic of exfoliated single layer graphene. 
 
 
Figure 2.11a depicts a SEM image of an unirradiated GO sample, showing that it 
has a smooth surface morphology. Figures 2.11b-e show several views of the GO film 
after laser processing.  After the laser reduction the film becomes rough with abundant 
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edges, which have a direct effect on the intensity of the D peak in the Raman spectra. It is 
clear from the SEM images that the surface area of the laser reduced GO is quite large 
due to the expanded nature of the graphene layers (Figures 2.11 d,e) with protrusions of 
reduced graphite oxide as high as ~ 3.2 µm as seen in the cross sectional view in 
Figure 2.11c. It is interesting to note that the close contact between the laser reduced 
graphene sheets and the high surface area provide multiple paths for charge transport, and 
it is likely that the majority of the carriers move through the sheets with little scattering 
from defects and terminal edges.     
 
Figure 2.11: Typical SEM images of GO before (a) and after (b-e) excimer laser 
irradiation in high vacuum with 32 pulses at ~138 mJ/cm
2
 laser fluence. (c) The typical 
cross-sectional view of the excimer laser reduced GO in high vacuum. (d and e) Close-up 
view of spots 1 and 2 in (b) shows the highly expanded nature of the excimer 
laser-reduced GO.  Note the high surface area and close contact between parts of the 
reduced GO sheets. 
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To demonstrate the applicability of the excimer laser reduction approach, a variety 
of features have been lithographically patterned on GO samples using laser reduction at 
optimal laser fluence and optimal number of laser pulses (Figure 2.12). The patterning 
was performed in contact mode using a quartz shadow mask. The smallest patterned 
features were ~ 1.5-2 µm wide as determined by the mask’s pattern dimensions.   The 
inset in Figure 2.12a shows Raman G' peak (~ 2672 cm
-1
) mapping of an area that 
includes micropatterned lines. The dark blue color represents the areas of unirradiated 
graphite oxide, whereas the green-yellow-red areas represent the areas with various 
graphene qualities (red indicating the highest quality). The non-uniformity in quality can 
be attributed to the use of contact mode instead of projection mode mask lithography. In 
contact mode, due to the inherent roughness of the GO film, the shadow mask is in 
intimate contact with some portions of GO and is slightly elevated from others. Also, the 
shadow mask prevents the escape of the oxygen rich plasma plume produced during laser 
irradiation, and since it cannot escape, the ejecta redeposits on the laser irradiated areas 
(as well as the mask). These factors result in material with non-uniform quality. 
Projection mode lithography should result in more uniform graphene patterning because 
there is no mask to trap the plume. It is foreseeable that direct patterning of highly 
conductive nanofeatures [83-85] will be possible because of the short wavelengths 
produced by excimer lasers. To evaluate the scalability of this method, institutional logos 
were patterned as shown in Figure 2.12b.  
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Figure 2.12: (a) Lithographic pattern of microscale parallel lines (∼1.5–2 μm wide) 
produced with a contact mode quartz shadow mask and excimer laser irradiation in high 
vacuum. The inset is the Raman mapping of the G′ peak at 2672 cm−1 as a function of 
XY position indicating reduction to graphene in the laser irradiated regions. (b) Logos of 
Georgia Tech and Oak Ridge National Laboratory, produced via contact mode 
lithography with excimer laser irradiation of graphite-oxide in high vacuum. 
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2.4.5 Electrical characterization 
 Sheet resistance measurements were performed at ambient conditions with a 
Keithley 2400 source meter instrument, and a conventional 4-point probe station. To gain 
insight into carrier transport within the excimer laser reduced material, sheet resistance 
under ambient conditions was evaluated as a function of the number of laser pulses 
(Figure 2.13).   
 
Figure 2.13: Sheet resistance as a function of number of laser pulses, measured from a 
sample irradiated in rough vacuum (~ 9.8 × 10
-2
 Torr) with 248 nm KrF excimer laser 
with a fluence of ~ 204 mJ/cm
2
. The inset is the magnified view of the last three data 
points. 
 
To be able to measure sheet resistances on the excimer laser reduced GO these 
samples required areas irradiated with larger laser beam spot sizes onto which silver paste 
contacts could be deposited.  These KrF-laser irradiation experiments were carried out in 
low vacuum (~ 9.8 × 10
-2
 Torr) with a fluence of ~ 204 mJ/cm
2
.   The maximally-reduced 
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Raman spectra obtained from these samples were comparable to those reduced at high 
vacuum (G'/G of 0.41 vs. 0.50, respectively). The only notable difference is the larger 
number of laser pulses required for the reduction process, a result which is consistent and 
predictable from Figure 2.8b.  The Van der Pauw four-point probe method [94] was 
utilized, and the lowest sheet resistance measured was ~ 491 Ω/sq. For GO samples that 
were pre-reduced thermally at 150°C for 24 hours to decrease the oxygen content from 
~ 29% to ~ 18%, the lowest sheet resistance measured after laser processing was 
~ 100 Ω/sq. The sheet resistance of untreated GO was previously reported to be 
~ 10
10
 Ω/sq [40], making the present values among the best reported thus far for any laser 
reduction method. The only other GO reduction approaches that report comparable sheet 
resistance values are based on the combination of chemical and/or thermal reduction of 
graphite oxide [48]. It is known that the sheet resistance of GO is related to the C/O ratio 
[45,47,48,95-97] and overall film quality/defect density.  The very low sheet resistance in 
our reduced GO can be collectively accounted for by the high C/O ratio, high surface area 
and many overlapping points of contact.   
 
2.4.6 Proposed mechanism of graphite oxide reduction and graphene 
formation 
The physics governing laser desorption of semi-conducting and insulating 
materials can be dominated by electronic and/or thermal processes. The relative 
contributions of non-thermal vs. thermal processes are governed by the degree of energy 
localization. Though electron-lattice temperature equilibration occurs on the picosecond 
time scale in graphite [98,99], hole-hole localization, exciton self-trapping and 
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subsequent material ejection can occur.  The localization of energy via these pathways 
can be facilitated by the strain associated with the oxygen in GO [100,101]. It is well 
known that laser desorption can be initiated by excitation of surface defects and that 
significant material removal (i.e. ablation) relies upon the production of a critical density 
of vacancies [102]. These vacancies are mainly created by the localized holes in the top 
of the valence band and the subsequent hole-hole Coulomb interactions.  Depending upon 
the density of electrons, ions and neutrals emitted, one can create a plasma plume which 
must expand as it leaves the surface. For our typical background pressures, the expansion 
is initially free, the plume then expands with shock-wave behavior, and lastly a drag force 
determines the plume shape evolution and subsequent material re-deposition [103]. 
Oxidation is minimized using N2 gas and clustering reactions within the plume form 
higher mass sp
2
 hybridized carbon products. These high mass products can be deposited 
on the surface and serve as seeds for growth of larger graphene particles and ultimately 
micro-scale sheets. 
Since electron-phonon coupling within a graphite oxide sheet is also strong, rapid 
local heating causes temperatures to exceed that required for oxidative disruption of the 
GO lattice [104].  This enhances the production and release of CO and CO2. Heat 
dissipation can also occur by heating and vaporizing the interlaminar water creating high 
internal pressures between the graphene oxide sheets.  Efficient material removal would 
then occur via rapid degassing and quasi-phase explosion of the superheated underlying 
layers [105]. 
From XPS and Raman analysis of the pulsed excimer laser reduced GO 








) is necessary before appreciable laser ablation/reduction can take 
place.  We associate this dose dependence with the formation of vacancies and the 
removal of terminal O atoms.  Indeed, this is consistent with the XPS C/O ratio (~ 15-20) 
shown in Figures 2.8a and 2.9a.  This ratio indicates that an oxygen content of ~ 4-7%, 
and the corresponding number of carbon vacancies,  is an optimal value to initiate 
excimer laser reduction of GO to graphene at 248 nm. The samples reduced in high 
vacuum, with C/O ratio of as low as ~ 25 (Figure 2.8a, green color), exhibit graphene 
features in Raman (Figure 2.8b). Though the presence of some residual oxygen 
functionalities on laser reduced GO is tolerable for preservation of the graphene 
electronic structure, the best graphene is produced when the reduction is performed in an 
oxygen-free environment – i.e., vacuum or ultrapure nitrogen. This is evidenced by 
comparing Raman G'/G peak ratios as a function of environment (see Figures 2.8 and 
2.9). 
Ejecta formed during laser ablation expand normal to the sample plane in a plume 
with a shape that is driven by pressure gradients, and therefore is inversely proportional 
to the beam dimensions.  The plume expands initially with a velocity that is determined 
by the numerous collisions within the very dense collisional Knudsen layer close to the 
target surface.  In vacuum, following the collisions within the Knudsen layer, which 
result in a fraction of material redeposited on the sample surface, the forward-going 
component of the plume freely expands.  In a background gas, however, this expansion is 
short-lived - roughly until the pressure within the plume equals that of the surrounding 
gas.  The plume sets in motion a shock wave in the background gas, and a rarefaction 
wave can lead to further re-deposition of material on the target.  Under these conditions, 
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it is likely that the difference mentioned above regarding graphene quality as a function 
of environment may be due to redeposition of the ejected oxidized species and possible 
reoxidation of the laser reduced GO. This plume behavior is similar to the dynamics 
reported for the laser ablation of graphite in vacuum and inert gases [106]. Although the 
composition of the plume during excimer laser reduction of GO has not been analyzed 
during the present experiment, previous reports of the photoreduction approach [107] and 
during photon irradiation studies of GO [108,109] show that the plume contains oxygen 
rich sp
3
 hybridized carbon fragments as well as species such as H2O, CO, O2 and CO2. 
Previous work on laser ablation of carbon and graphite also demonstrates the direct 
removal of nanoscale graphene sheets [110]. Clustering reactions within the plume can 
also form higher mass sp
2
 hybridized carbon products, and under the N2 purging 
conditions utilized in our experiments, these carbon-bearing products can be deposited on 
the surface and serve as seeds for growth of larger graphene particles or sheets.  Lastly, 
though the plume may react with the nitrogen gas, no nitrogen incorporation was 
observed during the XPS analysis of the present samples. 
 
2.5 Future improvements 
 There are several enhancements to the method that can be implemented to 
improve the reduction uniformity of graphite oxide as well as transition this process to 
the nanoscale.  
 Irregularities and roughness of the laser reduced GO observed in Figure 2.11 can 
be attributed to the non-uniform beam profile of the excimer laser, with multiple hot 
spots (areas of the beam with higher light intensity than other areas).  The use of beam 
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homogenizers can be implemented to produce a laser beam with a uniform light intensity 
distribution throughout the irradiation zone. These uniformly illuminated areas are 
sometimes referred to as the top-hat profiles. This can be achieved by passing the laser 
beam through the random diffusers coupled with microlens arrays. This combination of 
the optical elements divides incoming laser beam into many microscopic beamlets, 
which, when imaged onto the sample, produce a uniformly irradiated areas and, thus, a 
uniformly reduced GO film.  
 Patterning conductive nanoscale features on an insulating GO is of technological 
importance. This can be achieved by combining excimer laser sources and the use of 
appropriate masks with predefined nanoscale features. Contact mode lithography, where 
the mask is in direct contact with GO, is the easiest approach to accomplish, but might 
result in a non-uniformly reduced GO due to the inability of the laser generated oxygen-
rich plume to escape freely from the surface resulting in its redeposition and reoxidation 
of the underlying reduced GO substrate. Thus, the use of the projection lithography 
coupled with the reduction of GO in vacuum or inert gas environments would seem to be 
a more promising approach for achieving direct nanoscale patterning of the conducting 
graphitic features on an insulating GO.   
  
2.6 Conclusions 
 In conclusion, graphene features can be created via irradiation of graphite oxide 
with low-power, continuous wave or pulsed laser sources.  Initial excitation produces an 
electron-hole plasma within the material and the strain associated with the oxygen-
containing groups leads to exciton and hole trapping.  This causes material instability, as 
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well as electron, ion and neutral species ejection.  Phonon coupling also leads to efficient 
heating and material removal. Collectively, these lead to an expanding plasma plume 
which can nucleate the formation and growth of graphene nanoparticles/sheets in the gas-
phase and on the surface.  Direct heating of the intrinsic water can also lead to a quasi-
phase explosion. Micro-Raman spectroscopy of the CW and the excimer laser microscale 
irradiated areas reveals the presence of the D-band on edges and unexposed regions, 
whereas the characteristic graphene G'-band was localized to the areas that were exposed 
to laser excitation. The G'-band FWHM indicates multilayer graphene, that is most 
similar to turbostratic graphite.  The D and G'-band ratios can be controlled by varying 
the laser fluence, number of laser pulses and background environments.  In the case of 
532 nm CW irradiation in N2 the ID/IG' ratio is 0.17.   
Excimer laser-induced reduction of graphite oxide using 248 nm photons has been 
also demonstrated. The quality of the produced graphene was verified with both Raman 
and XPS spectroscopies as well as sheet resistance measurements.  Specifically, Raman 
analysis of the excimer laser-reduced samples reveals the formation of a prominent G' 
peak at ~ 2672 cm
-1
 and a high G'/G ratio of ~ 0.5. The XPS analysis reveals the C/O 
ratio to be as high as ~ 40. The sheet resistance was measured to be ~ 100-500 Ω/sq and 
these values are among the best reported in the literature for any laser reduction method 
thus far. The key to complete laser reduction of graphite oxide is pre-treatment with 
~ 10-15 pulses at a fluence ~ 100-300 mJ/cm
2





) followed by an additional ~ 10-20 shots. The additional laser 
shots lead to material removal and laser plume production.  This laser-based reduction 
strategy requires the use of an oxygen free environment. The quality of graphene 
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produced in high vacuum is slightly better than that produced in a N2 background gas. 
The use of Raman spectroscopy in conjunction with XPS is essential to verify graphene 
formation. Scalability of the excimer laser reduction approach was confirmed by 
patterning institutional logos and microscale features (~ 1.5-2 µm wide parallel lines). 
Future work will involve further improvements of the pattering process by evaluating the 




LIGHT SENSORS BASED ON  
LASER REDUCED GRAPHITE OXIDE 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 Due to the limitations in the light conversion efficiency and high manufacturing 
costs of silicon based photovoltaic devices researchers throughout the world have been 
investigating the use of organic photovoltaic materials as cheaper and more efficient 
alternatives. Organic photovoltaic materials based on hybrid architecture are especially 
appealing, due to potentially higher light conversion efficiencies. Hybrid architectures 
utilize dissimilar materials or differently doped materials to achieve charge carrier 
separation. Unfortunately, rapid recombination of charge carriers at the donor-acceptor 
interface has been a problem for the devices based on the hybrid architectures, resulting 
in the lowering of their overall efficiencies. In this chapter, laser reduced graphite oxide 
(rGO) materials with unique surface morphologies and tunable bandgaps are used for 
photovoltaic applications. The advantage of the laser reduced graphite oxide surfaces is 
in an elimination of interface losses since hybrid architectures are no longer needed. 
Excimer laser graphite oxide (GO) reduction is a key step in the fabrication of light 
sensitive graphene based materials. Uneven oxygen doping distribution and unique 
surface morphology of the new materials allows conversion of light energy into electric 
current. This is achieved without the introduction of any additional hybrid materials into 
the system.  Devices produced with this approach are capable of generating photovoltage 
and photocurrent from the broadband light sources with zero source-drain bias applied. 
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Since first deposition of single layer graphene on a dielectric substrate [5], 
graphene has attracted great scientific interest due to its unique physical and electric 
properties. For the past several years researchers have been working on developing new 
routes for graphene production; however, there is still a need to produce graphene in 
large quantities and at low cost. The reduction of graphene oxide can be one of the 
alternative routes to achieving large quantities of carbon based materials with graphitic 
properties.   Additionally, carbon nanotubes (CNTs), monolayer graphene (G) and 
reduced graphene oxides (rGO) show great potential for solar cell applications with 
higher light conversion efficiencies compared to the conventional silicon based solar cell 
devices. Specifically, hybrid carbon nanomaterials show great promise for the fabrication 
of solar cells and light sensing devices. Incorporation of nanoparticles on the surface of 
carbon based materials has been considered as a general strategy towards hybrid carbon 
based systems. Recently, several reports demonstrated the synthesis and incorporation 
methods of metallic and semiconducting nanoparticles on a variety of carbon surfaces.  
In this work, a simple and reproducible method for the fabrication of large-scale 
freestanding laser reduced graphite oxide films and their use for the self-powered 
broadband light sensing applications is demonstrated. Photocurrent and photovoltage 
generation is evaluated as a function of oxygen content of the underlying graphite oxide 
substrate. Additionally, no hybrid material incorporation on laser rGO surface is needed 





3.2 Experimental details 
3.2.1 Sample preparation 
Graphite oxide (GO) solution is prepared using the modified Hummers method 
[37,38] by oxidizing graphite powder (325 mesh) for 7 days followed by purification 
through dilution with nanopure water and centrifugation cycles rather than filtration. The 
purification procedure is repeated until the solution reached pH 7. Freestanding graphite 
oxide films are produced by filtering the concentrated graphite oxide solution with a high 
pressure (170 psi head pressure) filtration funnel (Pall Corporation) through the 47 mm 
diameter Whatman nylon filter membrane with 200 nm pores. The filtered graphite oxide 
on the nylon membrane is dried for 24hrs at 150°C in an oven to produce freestanding 
graphite oxide films with 18.1% oxygen content (4.47 C/O ratio). To produce graphite 
oxide films with 34.1% (1.90 C/O ratio), the freshly filtered graphite oxide paper is dried 
in a desiccator (Drierite drying agent) at room temperature for 72hrs. For convenience 
these samples will be named GO18 and GO34 respectively. The oxygen content has been 
determined with the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic (XPS) analysis. 
The GO laser reduction has been performed with a Lambda Physik LPX-300 KrF 
excimer laser with an excitation wavelength of 248 nm. Excimer laser reduced graphite 
oxide films have been produced by irradiating GO18 with 32 laser pulses under ultrahigh 
purity N2 purging and GO34 with 64 laser pulses under ~ 1 × 10
-2
 Torr vacuum. Laser 
fluence has been set to ~ 140 mJ/cm
2
 and the repetition rate to 1Hz for both samples. 




3.2.2 Experimental setup 
A schematic diagram of the experimental setup is presented in Figure 3.1. For the 
light sensing experiments, laser reduced GO samples have been mounted on an insulating 
alumina ceramic substrate. Four thin wires served as electrical probes and were attached 
to the sample via conductive silver paste. The alumina substrate is then attached to the 
50W cartridge heater, capable of heating the sample up to several hundred degrees 
centigrade. The entire assembly is placed in a vacuum chamber and evacuated to a base 
pressure ~ 5 × 10
-9
 Torr. For the light sensing experiments, GO samples are exposed to 
the light illumination, produced by the CW laser diodes, through a quartz vacuum 
viewport. Peak excitation wavelengths of 405, 532, 635 and 808 nm have been used, in 
order to investigate sensor responses to the range of the visible light spectrum.  Laser 
diode light, initially unfocused and with a power of 100-150 mW, is passed through a 
series of collimating lenses, intensity attenuator and the final focusing lens before 
irradiating the sample. The power of the collimated laser light is attenuated to ~ 20 mW 
and the irradiated spotsize on the sample is ~ 1 mm. A mechanically controlled shutter is 
placed in front of the quartz viewport in order to evaluate the sensor on-off responses. It 
is important to note that the laser diode has to be warmed up for several minutes prior to 
performing experiments and an adequate cooling has to be provided for it as well to 
minimize laser power fluctuations. The photo-generated current and voltage are measured 
with a Keithey 6485 picoammeter and a Keithley 2182A nanovoltmeter, respectively. 
Sheet resistance measurements are performed with a Keithley 2400 source meter. Sample 
temperature is monitored with an Omega Dpi16 temperature monitor. All of the 













3.3.1 Raman characterization: low and high oxygen content graphite oxide  
Two distinctly different samples are produced via laser irradiation of low and high 
oxygen content graphite oxide films. The Raman spectra of the untreated low (GO18) and 
high (GO34) oxygen content graphite oxide are shown in Figure 3.2. Spectra of both 
samples exhibit peaks corresponding to defects at ~ 1351 cm
-1
 and ~ 1354 cm
-1
 for GO18 
and GO34 respectively. The intensity of the defect band (D-band) for the low oxygen 
content GO is slightly higher compared to high oxygen content GO, indicating that the 
partial thermal reduction procedure used to produce GO18 sample introduces additional 
defects into the structure of GO. The peaks due to the in-plane vibrations of sp
2
 bonded 
carbon atoms (G-band) are present at ~ 1590cm
-1
 and at ~ 1601 cm
-1
 for GO18 and GO34 
samples respectively.  The weak and broad shape of the G' centered around 2665cm
-1
 is 
sensitive to the chemical doping [111] such as presence of oxygen and also indicates the 
existence of disorder [112]. It is observed that G', D+G and 2G bands are more 
pronounced in the GO34 sample, compared to GO18. 
Raman spectra of the laser reduced high oxygen content (rGO34) and low oxygen 
content (rGO18) graphite oxide samples are shown in Figure 3.3. Peak positions of the D 
band (~ 1348 cm
-1
) and G band (~ 1580 cm
-1
) are identical for both rGO18 and rGO34. 
The G' peak position for rGO18 is at ~ 2684 cm
-1
 and at ~ 2682 cm
-1
 for rGO34. The 
appearance of the prominent G' bands in both samples suggests that the existence of 
disorder in the laser reduced GO is dramatically reduced [112]. These similarities in peak 
positions indicate production of laser reduced graphitic material with comparable 
qualities. It is noticeable though, that the D band for rGO18 is smaller in intensity 
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compared to the D band of rGO34, indicating fewer defects in rGO18. This can also 
mean that rGO34 has more edge scattering, which is substantiated by the SEM images in 
Figure 3.6. Also, the underlying unreduced GO can contribute to the D band formation, 
with the contribution from unreduced GO34 being more pronounced compared to GO18.  
 
Figure 3.2: Raman spectra of the untreated high oxygen content GO (GO34) and low 
oxygen content GO (GO18) (the spectra were normalized to the G peak). 
 
Figure 3.3: Raman spectra of the laser reduced high oxygen content GO (rGO34) and 
laser reduced low oxygen content GO (rGO18) (the spectra were normalized to the G 
peak). 
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3.3.2 XPS characterization: low and high oxygen content graphite oxide  
XPS analysis (Figures 3.4 and 3.5) is used for further confirmation of graphite 
oxide reduction and for evaluation of functional group presence. Figure 3.4 shows spectra 
for the untreated GO18 (Figure 3.4 a,c) and laser reduced rGO18 samples (Figures 3.4 
b,d), whereas Figure 3.5 shows spectra for the untreated GO34 (Figure 3.5 a,c) and laser 
reduced rGO34 film (Figure 3.5 b,d).  
A significant amount of oxygen is observed in both untreated GO18 (~ 18.1%) 
and GO34 (~ 34.1%) materials. The initial carbon to oxygen (C/O) ratio is ~ 4.47 for 
GO18 and ~ 1.90 for GO34 respectively. The spectrum of the excimer laser reduced 
rGO18 (Figure 3.4b) confirms that the amount of oxygen is decreased to ~ 4.71%, and 
the C/O ratio is increased to ~ 20.04. Figure 3.5b confirms the decrease in oxygen content 
for GO34 to ~ 14.5% and the C/O ratio increase to ~ 5.5.  
The high resolution analysis of the C1s peak for the GO18 before the reduction  
(Figure 3.4c) reveals the presence of peaks associated with sp
2
 (~ 284.6 eV) and sp
3
 
(~ 285.9 eV) hybridized carbon. The peak attributed to the oxygen containing 
functionalities in the form of carboxyl groups is present at ~ 288.3 eV. The π-π* shakeup 
peak is present at ~ 291.5 eV. The laser reduced rGO18 spectrum (Figure 3.4d) has a 
dominant sp
2
 peak (~ 284.7 eV) as well as minor peaks associated with sp
3
 hybridized 
carbon (~ 285.2 eV), carbonyl groups (~ 287.3 eV) and π-π* shakeup (~ 291.2 eV). The 
C1s peak analysis of the untreated GO34 sample (Figure 3.5c) demonstrates the presence 
of peaks corresponding to sp
2
 (~ 285.1 eV) and sp
3
 (~ 285.8 eV) hybridized carbon as 
well as the carbonyl (~ 287.6 eV) and carboxyl (~ 289.1 eV) groups. Because the sp
2
 
carbon network is highly disrupted, the π-π* shakeup peak is not observed. The laser 
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reduced rGO34 sample (Figure 3.5d) mostly has the peaks attributed to sp
2
 (~ 284.8 eV) 
and sp
3
 (~ 285.7 eV) hybridized carbon as well as carboxyl groups (~ 288.6 eV) and π-π* 
shakeup peak at ~ 292.3 eV. 
 
 
Figure 3.4: (a) XPS survey analysis of the untreated low oxygen graphite oxide GO18 
and (b) the excimer laser reduced low oxygen graphite oxide rGO18. (c) High resolution 
spectra of the C1s peak of the untreated GO18 and (d) the excimer laser reduced graphite 




Figure 3.5: (a) XPS survey analysis of the untreated high oxygen content graphite oxide 
GO34 and (b) the excimer laser reduced high oxygen content graphite oxide rGO18. 
(c) High resolution spectra of the C1s peak of the untreated GO34 and (d) the excimer 
laser reduced graphite oxide rGO34. 
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3.3.3 SEM characterization: low and high oxygen content graphite oxide 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is used to evaluate the surface morphology 
of laser reduced low (rGO18) and high (rGO34) oxygen content GO. Figures 3.6a and 
3.6b show SEM images of rGO18 and Figures 3.6c and 3.6d illustrates the SEM images 
of rGO34. The bottom row of figures is a magnified view of the figures on the top row. 
By comparing these images it is clear that rGO34 has much rougher surface with flakes 
of reduced graphene oxide being more expanded, compared to rGO18. The surface of 
both samples is divided into eroded valleys and more intact expanded segments or hills. 
This surface morphology can play a significant role in the way charge carriers are created 
and the ways they migrate on the surface of laser reduced GO. Conductive atomic force 
microscopy (cAFM) has been also performed (not shown here) and it is determined that 
the eroded valleys are less conductive then the more intact segments.  
 
 
Figure 3.6: (a) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of laser reduced low oxygen 
content graphite oxide (rGO18). (b) Magnified view of rGO18 in (a). (c) SEM image of 




Figure 3.7: Raman spectra of low-resistance segment (red) and high-resistance valley 
(black) on the excimer laser reduced low oxygen content graphite oxide (rGO18). Raman 
analysis spots, depicted by the circles, are not scaled with respect to the SEM image. 
 
The higher defect density of the valleys, contributing to their higher resistance, is 
also confirmed with Raman spectroscopic analysis of rGO18 shown in Figure 3.7 (black 
curve). Red curve in Figure 3.7 is obtained from a segment that exhibits lower defect 
density and has more pronounced graphitic properties, indicated by the higher intensity of 
the G' peak. Defects are also less prevalent in these regions, evident by lower intensity of 
the D band. The uneven distribution of defects as well as variations in the extent of 
reduction of the valleys and segments results in a material that is riddled with bandgap 
inhomogeneities and p-n junctions.  These factors are major contributors for the charge 
carrier generation and separation upon exposure of the laser reduced GO to light. In the 
next subsection 3.3.4 light sensing properties of the laser reduced graphite oxide 
materials (rGO18 and rGO34) will be explored in more detail. 
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3.3.4 Light sensing 
Laser reduced graphite oxide samples rGO18 and rGO34 are individually 
evaluated for their light sensing characteristics, specifically their ability to generate 
photocurrent and photovoltage upon exposure to light without any additional source-drain 
bias being applied to the system. Photo-sensing experiments are performed with 405, 
635, 532 and 808 nm light source wavelengths.  
The dynamic photoresponse curves of the rGO18 and rGO34 sample are shown in  
Figure 3.8 and 3.9 respectively. Each curve is shown for three cycles of the laser being 
turned on and off to demonstrate the reproducibility of the data. Each ON and OFF cycle 
is ~ 210s long. Calibration of photoresponse of the rGO18 device is based on the 
photocurrent signal for each light source wavelength in order to observe the difference in 
photovoltage (Vph) generation with no external source-drain voltage (Vsd) applied across 
the device. The laser diodes used for the experiments ranged in their output power 
between 100 mW to 150 mW. In order to generate the same photocurrent response for the 
different laser diodes, the collimated laser beam is passed through the light intensity 
attenuating filter and is then focused on the device surface. The final spot size is ~ 1 mm 
in diameter and the power is ~ 20 mW. Figure 3.8b demonstrates that the the lowest Vph 
is generated with 405 nm wavelength, whereas the highest Vph is observed for 808 nm 
and 635 nm light sources. The photoresponsivity of the device, defined by the ratio of 
generated photocurrent to dark current Isd(light)/Isd(dark), is determined to be ~ 223, 
which is a significant improvement compared to results in recent reports [113,114]. The 
light generated photocurrent of the rGO18 sample is due to the unique morphology of the 




Figure 3.8: Time resolved (a) photocurrent and (b) photovoltage generation with 
illumination switching between “on” and “off” for the rGO18 photodetector. 
 
in conjunction with the cAFM data (not shown) show that the rGO18 surface consists of 
extensive low-resistance (more photosensitive) segments with an average area of 
~ 10-20 μm
2
 separated by high-resistance (less photosensitive) valleys between them with 
width of ~ 0.2 μm.  Photon generated electron-hole pairs in GO18/rGO18 normally 
would recombine on a time scale of tens of picoseconds, depending on the quality of the 
rGO18 film [115,116]. The asymmetric shape of the segments and valleys forms uneven 
internal electric fields (E-fields) which are responsible for the separation of the photo-
generated carriers. Under such conditions, the current passing through the sample at low 
fields is controlled by high resistance segments. As the photo-generated voltage rises, the 
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injection of the space charge begins to determine the current in the high-resistance 
segments. At the appropriate level of injection, the resistance of these segments becomes 
commensurate with that of the low-resistance segments and the asymmetrical nature of 




Figure 3.9: Time resolved (a) photocurrent and (b) photovoltage generation with 
illumination switching between “on” and “off” for the rGO34 photodetector 
 
As previously mentioned, surface morphology of excimer laser reduced GO plays 
an important role in photovoltage generation. It is also observed that the oxygen content 
of the underlying GO substrate has a dramatic impact on photovoltage and photocurrent 
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generation as well. Figure 3.9 shows the levels of photoresponse in rGO34 sample under 
405, 532 and 808 nm wavelength illuminations. Figure 3.9a demonstrates that upon 
illumination of rGO34 the same level of photocurrent as in rGO18 samples is not 
attainable, but Figure 3.9b demonstrates that the photovoltage generated with 808 nm 
light is 1.6 times higher and Vph under 405nm illumination is comparable to the levels 
generated in rGO18 under the same illumination conditions. Overall, when comparing 
rGO18 and rGO34 and their ability to generate photocurrent, it is clear that rGO18 has a 
much higher efficiency in converting light into electrical current. 
 
3.4 Conclusions 
In summary, in this chapter it is demostrated that large scale laser reduced 
graphite oxide can be used for converting light energy into electric power. This occurs 
over a very broad spectral range. An added advantage of this approach is that no 
additional hybrid material incorporation is necessary for achieving photoresponse.  
Excimer laser reduction of graphite oxide is a key process step in fabrication of the light 
sensitive material. The role of the underlying GO substrate has been investigated and it is 
established that the oxygen content of the untreated GO can play a significant role in 
determining the photoresponsivity of the laser reduced GO device. Specifically, light 
sensors based on the graphite oxide with low oxygen content (rGO18) are more efficient 
in generating photocurrent then the devices based on the high oxygen content (rGO34) 
graphite oxide.  Additionally, due to the laser reduced graphite oxide’s unique 
combination of the surface morphology and chemical properties, it is feasible to explore 
its use for other promising applications in catalysis, sensors, and optoelectronic devices. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ION BEAM GRAPHITE OXIDE REDUCTION:  
NANOCONE AND NANOPORE FORMATION 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 As mentioned in previous chapters, graphite oxide (GO) is considered to be a 
promising candidate for the production of graphene. In this chapter a novel method is 
presented for the reduction of GO, based on 3 keV argon ion beam irradiation. The 
produced material has a carbon to oxygen (C/O) ratio of as high as ~ 215 as verified with 
the x-ray photoelectron spectroscopic analysis, compared to C/O ratio of ~ 2.37 in the 
non-irradiated GO. The C1s peak analysis of the irradiated material reveals the 
predominance of sp
2
 hybridized carbon bonds. Raman spectroscopic analysis is employed 
to determine whether graphene production occurs. The ion beam irradiation effects on the 
surface morphology are investigated with the scanning electron microscopy. At shallow 
ion beam incident angles (30°-45°) formation of nanocones/nanoneedles is observed, 
whereas at steeper angles (60°-90°) nanopores are exclusively produced 
Due to the ease of GO preparation and its facile dispersability in water, GO is 
thought to be a promising candidate for the graphene production [42,43]. GO is 
insulating, as a result of the presence of the oxygen containing functionalities and has a 
corresponding wide bandgap [40]. Therefore GO needs to be reduced in order for it to 
exhibit graphene characteristics. This implies the removal of the oxygen containing 
functionalities. As mentioned in previous chapters, over the past several years various 
approaches have been developed for the reduction of GO (e.g. chemical [42-46], thermal 
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[47-50], photo [51-53] and laser reduction [54-60] approaches). The main challenge with 
the reduction methods is removal of the oxygen functionalities while preserving the 
graphene lattice. The main characterization technique for the determination of the defects 
and disorder in graphene is Raman spectroscopy. The observation of the G' peak 
generally signifies the formation of graphitic material. The high resolution analysis of the 
G' peak and its curve fitting can be correlated with the stacking order and number of 
graphene layers [117]. 
Argon ion beam irradiation is a standard surface science technique that is 
generally used for sputtering/cleaning the samples. More recently Ar ion irradiation has 
been used to produce nanostructures from several materials, specifically metal oxides 
[118], polymers [119,120] and carbon films [121]. Some of the more commonly used 
applications for these nanostructures include field emission applications. In the past 
several years the carbon cones were demonstated to be excellent low turn-on and low 
threshold field electron emitters.  
In this chapter a method for the reduction of GO is presented that produces 
essentially oxygen free sp
2
 hybridized material. This is verified with X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS). Additionally, formation of nanostructures is observed, and the 
morphology is dependent on the Ar ion beam incident angle. At shallow angles (30-45°) 
the formation of nanoneedles/nanocones is observed, whereas at steeper angles (60°-90°) 
nanopores are exclusively produced. The possible mechanisms of GO reduction as well 




4.2 Experimental details 
4.2.1 Sample preparation 
The sample fabrication procedure used for the Ar ion reduction experiments are 
identical to the ones used for the GO laser reduction experiments described in Chapter 2. 
Briefly, GO (~ 29% oxygen content) was synthesized using the modified Hummers’ 
method [37,38]. Thin (~ 10 µm) films were produced via high pressure filtration of the 
concentrated GO solution through a nylon membrane (200 nm pore size) and dried in a 
desiccator. The GO film was left attached to the nylon filter membrane for easier sample 
handling and mounting. 
 
4.2.2 Experimental setup 
Ar ion beam irradiation and X-ray spectroscopic analysis are performed in a 
commercial Thermo Scientific K-Alpha XPS system equipped with the monochromatic 
X-ray beam,  Ar sputtering gun and an electron flood gun - all of which are positioned 
~ 58° of the normal with respect to the sample (Figure 4.1). The ion gun energy can be 
varied between 200-3000 eV. Additionally, the ion beam spot size can be adjusted 
between 100-2000 µm in diameter. The Ar ion current can be varied from ~ 14-18 µA. 
By varying ion beam spot size and ion current, the desired ion flux (ions/cm
2
) can be 
achieved.  The vacuum chamber pressure during the irradiation was ~ 1 × 10
-7
 Torr.  
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Figure 4.1: Experimental setup for the Thermo Scientific K-Alpha XPS system [122]. 
 
 
4.2.3 Irradiation parameters 
Reduction of GO has been performed with Ar ion beam energies as low as 200 eV 
and as high as 3000 eV. Best results, in terms of decreasing the oxygen content of the 
untreated GO, are obtained when the reduction is performed with the Ar ion beam energy 




 (which corresponds to 






). Effects of the irradiation time have been 
investigated as well. The experimental system is not equipped with the capability of 
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tilting the samples; therefore the angle dependence on the GO reduction has been probed 
by mounting GO samples on the precision machined aluminum stubs to achieve 30, 45, 
60 and 90 degree angles with respect to the ion beam. It is important to note that the low 
energy flood gun must be operational during the argon ion sputtering experiments in 
order to neutralize the positive charge buildup on the sample. Positive charge buildup 
occurs due to the injection of the Ar
+
 ions and simultaneous ejection of electrons under 
high energy Ar ion bombardment. Because of the flood gun operation, the net charge on 
the sample during the Ar ion irradiation should remain neutral.   
 
4.3 Results 
4.3.1 Raman characterization 
Micro-Raman spectroscopy has proven itself as a reliable tool for elucidating 
structures of carbon materials. To determine whether Ar ion irradiation induces any 
chemical modifications, the untreated GO and the Ar ion irradiated samples were 
analyzed with a Bruker Senterra micro-Raman spectrometer with 532 nm laser excitation 
and 0.2 mW power through a 100× objective. Raman spectroscopic analysis of the 
untreated and Ar ion reduced GO is presented in Figure 4.2. Untreated GO has prominent 
D (~ 1353 cm
-1
) and G (~ 1605 cm
-1





) and 2G (3168 cm
-1
) peaks [117]. The Ar ion reduced GO also has D and G 
peaks, though their position and peak shape is different, with D peak shifted to 
~ 1365 cm
-1
 and G peak position shifted to ~ 1584 cm
-1
. The remaining peaks (G', D+G 
and 2G) are merged into one broad peak centered at ~ 2900 cm
-1
. This figure clearly 
demonstrates that the Ar ion beam irradiation induces significant changes to the structure 
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of graphite oxide. The overall D peak intensity is decreased, though the peak is 
broadened. The G peak position shifts closer to the value that is commonly reported for 
graphite (~ 1582 cm
-1
) [123]. The absence of a prominent G' peak in the Raman spectrum 
of the Ar ion reduced GO can signify that there is no well-ordered 3D graphitic structure, 
though it does not imply that the material is not sp
2
 hybridized. The Ar ion reduced GO 
also does not belong to class of amorphous carbon materials, which can be readily 
identified by presence of a single broad G peak in a Raman spectrum. It is worth noting 
that Raman spectroscopic analysis is not surface sensitive, but rather probes a volume 
that is several micrometers (~ 1-3 µm) deep. 
 
Figure 4.2: Raman spectroscopic analysis of the untreated and Ar ion irradiated GO 
(the spectra were normalized to G peak). 
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4.3.2 XPS characterization 
X-ray spectroscopic analysis (XPS) has been performed with a Thermo Scientific 
K-Alpha XPS system. XPS allows elucidation of the elemental composition as well as the 
chemical bonding of the elements within the top (< 10 nm) portion of the sample. The 
bulk is not sampled due to the short escape depth of the photoelectrons. When XPS 
analysis is combined with Raman investigation of the Ar ion reduced GO sample, clearer 
chemical information emerges.  
 
Figure 4.3: (a) XPS survey spectrum of the untreated GO (b) XPS survey spectrum of 
the 3 keV Ar ion irradiated GO (c) XPS C1s spectrum of the untreated GO (d) XPS C1s 
spectrum of the 3 keV Ar ion irradiated GO. 
 
The almost complete removal of oxygen functionalities in the Ar ion reduced GO 
is evident from Figures 4.3a and 4.3b, which correspond to the untreated GO and reduced 
GO irradiated with 3 keV Ar ions for 240s, respectively. XPS analysis confirms that the 
oxygen content is reduced from the initial ~ 29% (~ 2.43 C/O ratio) to ~ 0.46% 
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(~ 215 C/O ratio) and the predominance of carbon with sp
2
 character is observed after 
240 s irradiation (Figures 4.3c and 4.3d). Peak fitting of the untreated and reduced GO 
spectra was performed with the Thermo Scientific K-Alpha XPS software. Untreated GO 
has the expected peaks corresponding to sp
2
 hybridized carbon (~ 285.2 eV), carbonyl 
(~ 287.4 eV) and carboxyl (~ 289.12 eV) functionalities as well as a broad π-π* shakeup 
peak at ~ 292 eV. Ar ion reduced GO has a dominant peak corresponding to sp
2
 carbon 
(~ 284.7 eV), as well as peaks corresponding to sp
3
 carbon (~ 285.9 eV) and carbonyl 
(~ 287.98 eV) functionalities. The π-π* shakeup peak is also observed at ~ 291.2 eV. The 
primary difference is in the diminishing of the peak intensities corresponding to the 
oxygen containing functionalities. Continuous Ar ion irradiation for at least 240 s is 
essential for achieving the highest possible C/O ratio.  
 
Figure 4.4: C/O ratio as a function of Ar ion irradiation time. 
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When reduction is performed in steps, the highest C/O ratio that could be obtained 
is 97 for the same 240 s total irradiation time (Figure 4.4). The electron flood gun is 
operational at all times. The time between each irradiation step is used to perform the 
XPS analysis of the freshly irradiated area. This lower C/O ratio can possibly be 
attributed to the neutralization with the electron flood gun of the accumulated positive 
charge due to Ar
+
 ion irradiation and, thus, decrease in efficiency of oxygen functionality 
removal. It is also observed, that the initial reduction occurs very rapidly: after only 1 s of 
ion irradiation, the oxygen content is decreased from ~ 29% to ~ 5.67% as shown in 
Figure 4.4 inset. 
 
4.3.3 SEM characterization 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging has been performed on the Zeiss 
Ultra60 FE-SEM. Accelerating voltage has been set at 15 keV and the working distance 
has been fixed at 4 mm. All samples have been grounded to prevent charge buildup on 
the sample surfaces resulting in image quality deterioration. Figure 4.5a depicts the 
untreated GO film image. Due to the method of GO film formation (GO solution high 
pressure filtration), individual graphene oxide flakes directly overlap each other in 
random orientation, producing a smooth surface. Figures 4.5b and 4.5c represent two 
different GO samples after the 240 second 3 keV Ar ion irradiation at 30° and 45° angles 
with respect to the Ar ion gun. Formation of the conical structures is observed, with some 
of the sharper conical structures having additional extratips with a diameter of 
~ 20-30 nm. These extratips can be also referred to as nanowhiskers or nanowires. The 
overall nanocone density produced with the 240 s 3 keV Ar ion irradiation at 30° angle 
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as determined from the SEM image 4.5b. When all of the parameters are kept the same 
but the angle of irradiation of the newly prepared GO films is increased to 60° and 90° 
with respect to the ion beam (Figures 4.5c and 4.5d), nanoconical structures are not 
observed. Instead, GO surfaces are dominated by interconnected nanopores. The diameter 
of the nanopores for both 60° and 90° irradiation angles varies between ~ 50-100 nm, and 
the width of the walls separating one pore from another is ~ 20-30 nm. The density of 











Figure 4.5: (a) SEM image of the untreated graphite oxide (GO). (b-e) SEM images of 
the Ar ion irradiated GO at 30°, 45°, 60° and 90°.  
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4.3.4 Electrical characterization 
Besides chemical (Raman and XPS) and morphological (SEM) characterization of 
the Ar ion reduced GO films, it is also desirable to elucidate electrical properties of these 
materials. By using the 4-point probe measurement approach [94], sheet resistance of the 
3 keV Ar ion irradiated GO film is determined to be ~2500 Ω/sq. For comparison, the 
sheet resistance of the untreated GO has been previously reported to be ~ 4 × 10
10
 Ω/sq 
[40]. Thus, Ar ion irradiation of GO results in material that is significantly more 
conductive than the untreated GO film. Additionally, to further characterize its electrical 
behavior, IV curve has been obtained at room temperature in vacuum and is demonstrated 
in Figure 4.6. It is clear from Figure 4.6 that the material exhibits ohmic behavior, which 
simply means that this material obeys Ohm’s law ( 
 
 
   ). Effects of temperature on the 
IV characteristics of the Ar ion reduced GO are beyond the scope of this study. 
 
Figure 4.6: IV curve of 3 keV Ar ion irradiated GO. 
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4.4 Proposed mechanisms 
4.4.1 Graphite oxide reduction 
It has been shown in the XPS characterization section 4.3.2, that upon 3 keV Ar 
ion irradiation of GO predominantly sp
2
 hybridized carbon material is formed. The 
process is highly efficient and takes as little as 240s of irradiation time to achieve almost 
100% removal of oxygen functionalities. Though the mechanism of oxygen removal from 
GO under ion irradiation would involve examination of the sputtered products with 
quadrupole and time-of-flight mass spectrometric techniques as well as careful 
measurement of the sputtering yields, some mechanistic information can be gleaned from 
the GO laser reduction work described in Chapter 2 as well as previously published 
works on ion irradiation of surfaces.  
Argon ion reduction of GO is a complex process that cannot be explained by a 
single mechanism, but rather a combination of several pathways. Due to the high ion flux 







resulting  temperature increase would initiate the reduction process on the surface of GO, 
rapidly decreasing its oxygen content. Continuation of the irradiation also results in the 
formation of defects and vacancies, primarily via the localization of holes in the top of 
the valence band of GO. The subsequent repulsive hole-hole Coulomb interactions result 
in material ejection. Strain associated with the oxygen functionalities can also lead to an 
enhancement in energy localization and, thus, a more efficient GO reduction [100,101]. 
In addition to the thermal reduction and hole localization pathways induced by high Ar 
ion fluxes, direct breaking of the carbon-oxygen bonds (specifically the epoxy and 
hydroxy functionalities) via a process known as chemical sputtering plays a significant 
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role as well. Additionally, the sufficiently high energy 3 keV Ar ions create a cascade of 
secondary electrons and ionic species, which participate in the stimulated desorption 
processes resulting in an enhancement in the removal of oxygen functionalities, and sp
2
 
hybridized carbon bond formation.  
Previously published work on the ion irradiation of materials sometimes attribute 
the rapid reduction in oxygen content in the samples to oxygen’s preferential sputtering 
as well. This phenomenon is known to occur in oxygen containing polymers [124,125] 
and metal oxide compounds, though degree of contribution of preferential sputtering 
versus other models is not clear [118]. Graphitization of sp
3
 hybridized carbon structures 
and polymeric materials has been known to occur when ion beam irradiation with a 
sufficiently high ion beam density is used [120]. It has been suggested that the polymers 
containing phenyl groups (benzene ring components) are easier to graphitize with ion 
irradiation [126]. This can contribute to the predominantly sp
2
 hybridized carbon bond 
formation in Ar ion reduced GO as well. 
 
4.4.2 Surface modification: nanocone and nanopore formation 
 For the ion energy below 10 keV the morphological changes of the surface can be 
initiated by the defects and grain boundaries [127] and are dominated by the competing 
processes of material removal and diffusion, resulting in the formation of uniquely 
different features depending on the angle of ion irradiation. Positively charged Ar ion 
beam and its high flux can also play a deciding factor in determining which areas of GO 
are sputtered and which ones remain intact or sputtered at a lower rate. If charge is 
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localized on the sample and if its buildup is sufficiently high, these regions can efficiently 
deflect the incoming Ar ion beam, thus creating an anisotropic sputtering effect. 
The mechanism that would account for the growth of the long extratips 
(~ 20.5 nm diameter) on the nanocones (Figure 4.7) can be attributed to the surface 
movement of carbon atoms along the sidewalls of the growing nanocones [128,129]. That 
motion has been previously suggested to be mediated by thermal diffusion or the ion 
beam generated electric fields [121]. Figure 4.7 inset also reveals that the nanocones with 
the sharp tips, specifically ~ 26.8°, seem to be most suitable for the extratip growth. 
 
 
Figure 4.7: SEM image of Ar ion irradiated GO resulting in the formation of long 





4.5 Applications and future outlook 
Patterning of nanoconical structures on GO can be readily achieved by using a 
sacrificial masking layer (Figures 4.8a and 4.8b) and irradiating GO at shallow angles 
(e.g. 30° or 45° angles). A 2000 mesh copper grid is brought in contact with untreated 
GO and a 1 mm × 1 mm area is irradiated with a 300 µm diameter spot size ion beam 
with a 300 µm step size at 45° angle with respect to the Ar ion beam. Formation of ~70 
nm diameter nanoneedles (Figure 4.8b) is observed in the exposed areas and no 
nanoneedle formation is present in the masked areas. These structures can possibly be 
used as field emitters. Also, the porous structures observed in figures 4.5d and 4.5e can 
serve as excellent substrates for laser desorption mass spectrometry. 
 
 
Figure 4.8: (a) Rectangular patterns of nanocones produced by Ar ion irradiation of GO 
through a copper shadow mask. (b) Higher magnification view of one of the highlighted 








In conclusion, Ar ion beam irradiation of graphite oxide results in nearly complete 
reduction of GO. This leads to the production of sp
2
 hybridized carbon material with 
extremely high C/O ratio of ~ 215. The reduced material exhibits a low sheet resistance 
value of ~ 2500 Ω/sq and the IV curve confirms that the material exhibits ohmic 
behavior. The Ar ion GO reduction method has the advantage of forming unique surface 
morphologies which can be precisely controlled by varying the angle of irradiation and 
the ion beam flux. At shallow angles (30°-45°) nanoneedles and nanocones are 
exclusively formed with exceptionally high nanocone density of 








). These nanocones can be also 
decorated with long extratips with a diameter of ~ 20 nm. At steeper angles of irradiation 
(60°-90°) only nanopores are produced with pore diameters of ~50-100 nm and a density 








). Controlled microscale 
patterning of interchanging regions of untreated GO and nanoneedle regions using the 
shadow masking approach has been demonstrated as well. 
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CHAPTER V 
MULTILAYER EPITAXIAL GRAPHENE GROWTH ON  
CARBON FACE SILICON CARBIDE IN ULTRA-HIGH VACUUM 
 
5.1 Introduction 
Chapter 1 introduced the reader to various ways of making graphene, with 
epitaxial graphene growth on SiC being one of the well-established approaches. Though 
now it is possible to grow virtually defect free graphene films on SiC with tunable 
number of layers and large domain sizes [15,130-133], the mechanisms by which 
graphene growth occurs are not yet well understood. Graphene has been reported to grow 
on various SiC polytypes, with most experiments performed on hexagonal polytypes 
4H [134-136] and 6H [137-139]. Additionally, through experimentation, it has been 
determined that graphene grows differently depending on the hexagonal SiC crystal 
polarity. The SiC(0001) crystal orientation is generally referred to as silicon face (Si-
face), whereas the SiC(000 ̅) is referred to as carbon face (C-face). Due to the reasons 
currently not yet well understood, under the same growth parameters the rate of graphene 
formation on C-face is greater than on the Si-face [136,140].  
All of the experiments in this chapter are performed on C-face SiC. Growth 
parameters during graphene epitaxy on silicon carbide can greatly affect its final 
chemical composition [141]. Though the detailed mechanisms governing the growth of 
epitaxial graphene on C-face SiC are not well understood, the commonly accepted 
mechanism for graphene formation is thought to be the sublimation of silicon, which 
creates a carbon rich layer on the SiC surface. The carbon rich layer rearranges to form 
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graphene. The study described in this chapter examines the growth process by monitoring 
the production and release of subliming species as a function of temperature and heating 
duration on the carbon terminated surface of pristine SiC samples under ultrahigh 
vacuum (UHV) conditions.  Specifically, in-situ quadrupole mass spectrometry (QMS) is 
used to investigate the nature of the chemical species produced and desorbed during the 
heating of SiC up to ~ 1800 °C. The resulting films are analyzed with X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to determine their elemental composition and the 
distribution of functional groups. Depth profiling using XPS and Ar ion beam sputtering 
is also employed in this study. The XPS depth profiling specifically monitored the 
distribution of carbon and silicon species in the thick multilayer graphene film. This 
technique also allows graphene growth rate determination, given the known growth time. 
Section 5.3.3 presents a preliminary kinetic model based on the Arrhenius equation in 
conjunction with mass spectrometric data. This model allows the determination of the 
energy of silicon sublimation and transport. Additionally, by maintaining the SiC 
temperature at ~ 1700°C and monitoring the intensity of subliming silicon species as a 
function of time, changes in the rate of Si sublimation are monitored. After the initial 
expected decrease in the Si sublimation rate, a sudden increase in Si sublimation is 
observed. Detailed observations and explanations of this phenomenon are presented in 
section 5.3.2. 





5.2 Experimental setup 
Experiments are performed in an ulta-high vacuum (UHV) chamber with a base 
pressure of ~ 1.2 × 10
-10
 Torr (Figure 5.1). The pressure in the chamber is monitored with 
a Granville-Phillips ion gauge, positioned in a 90° angle elbow fitting. The chamber is 
equipped with an Extrel quadrupole mass spectrometer (1-100 amu mass range), 
precision leak valve, two glass viewports and a Raytek 1MH optical pyrometer calibrated 
for 1 µm wavelength with an analysis spot size diameter of ~ 1 mm. The sample is 




Figure 5.1: Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. 
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The 3 mm × 4 mm 4H-SiC sample is mounted directly on the 50.8 µm 
(0.002 inch) thick 3 mm × 20 mm tantalum foil which serves as a filament heater. A 
25.4 µm (0.001 inch) diameter tungsten wire is wrapped repeatedly around the edges of 
the SiC sample and the tantalum heater, bringing them in rigid contact with each other. 
The center portion of the SiC sample remains unobstructed for temperature 
measurements with an optical pyrometer. The heater-sample assembly is then attached to 
the high current copper power feedthroughs (mounted on a CF flange) either directly or 
via additional molybdenum clamps. This allows for heat dissipation and prevents 
excessive heating of the copper feedthroughs. Stainless steel screws are used to connect 
the heater-sample assembly to the power feedthroughs and to the molybdenum clamps. 
This mounting configuration is found to be most optimal for achieving uniform sample 
heating. Prior to placing the entire structure in the vacuum chamber, the sample-heater-
feedthrough assembly is sonicated in hexane for 30 min and then dried with a heat gun at 
temperatures reaching ~ 400 °C to burn off any remaining carbon on the surface of the 
sample.  
After placing the sample assembly in the UHV chamber, the chamber is pumped 
down and then baked for 72-96 hours at ~ 120-150 °C to remove any adsorbed molecular 
species on the chamber walls. The optical viewports are baked at lower temperature to 
prevent their damage. The QMS ionizing filament is kept on and the SiC sample is kept 
at 1000 °C during the chamber baking in order to desorb already present contaminants 
and also to prevent adsorption of contaminants from the chamber walls. The heating of 
the sample is achieved by resistively heating the tantalum heating filament with a 
Mastech HY3050E high current power supply. Modifications to the power supply were 
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made according to the manufacturer’s recommendations in order to be able to pass 
current through a low resistance heating filament. 
It is important to mention that before this sample mounting strategy was finalized, 
other configurations were explored as well. Special attention was given to ensuring 
accurate temperature measurements. Initially, a combination of the high temperature type 
C (tungsten-rhenium) thermocouple and an optical pyrometer was used. During the 
course of experiments it was determined that high temperature thermocouple 
measurements were unreliable, due to the rapid deterioration of the thermocouple wire. 
This deterioration was facilitated by the high temperature (> 1400 °C) chemical reaction 
between the SiC substrate and tungsten in the thermocouple due to the formation of 
tungsten carbide and tungsten silicide. At lower temperatures, the pyrometric and 
thermocouple temperature measurements were in agreement. As previously mentioned, 
the optical pyrometer was well calibrated by the manufacturer up to the 3000 °C.  
 
5.3 Results 
5.3.1 Subliming species analysis 
Determination of the desorbing species during the high temperature growth of 
graphene on C-face SiC in UHV is important in order to better explain the mechanism of 
graphene formation under these conditions. Though it is generally assumed that silicon is 
the primary component of the subliming species, a careful mass spectrometric 
measurement has not been previously performed. In this study, a SiC sample has been 
prepared according to the procedure outlined in the previous section 1.2. For all of the 
mass spectrometric measurements described in this chapter, only positively charged 
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species (cations), produced via 70 eV electron-impact ionization of the desorbing 
neutrals, are analyzed. During the experiment, the sample is first heated to ~ 1250 °C and 
the background spectrum in the 1-75 amu mass range is obtained. The sample is then 
rapidly heated to ~ 1800 °C with a ramp rate of ~ 600 °C/s. As soon as the temperature is 
reached, another mass spectrum in the 1-75 amu mass range is obtained. The background 
spectrum is subtracted from the spectrum obtained at 1800 °C and the final result is 
shown in Figures 5.2. Figures 5.3 and 5.4 are magnified regions of Figure 5.2. In these 
figures, some of the peaks appear to have a non-uniform structure. This is due to 
spectrum subtraction and the imperfections of the QMS’s electronics. 
From these figures it is clear that a multitude of species is sublimed from the 




 is dominant. Identity of silicon is 








) in the appropriate ratios. 
Various SiC and carbon fragments are observed as well.  
 
 




Figure 5.3: Mass spectrum obtained for C-face SiC heated to 1800 °C (10-27 amu range) 
 
 
Figure 5.4: Mass spectrum obtained for C-face SiC heated to 1800 °C (31-75 amu range) 
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5.3.2 Subliming species analysis as a function of time 
High quality epitaxial graphene growth on SiC does not occur instantaneously; 
rather it takes a period of time that greatly depends on the substrate temperature, heating 
rates and the desired number of graphene layers. Thus, it is advantageous to know the 
evolution of subliming species as a function of heating time. For these experiments, the 
SiC substrate has been prepared according to the previously described procedure in 
Section 5.2. During the experiment, the sample is rapidly heated to ~1700 °C with a ramp 
rate of ~ 600 °C/s and, once the desired temperature is reached, it is maintained at that 
level. Also, the QMS begins continuously recording spectra, with a rate of one full 
spectrum (1-75 amu) obtained in 86.68s. The total runtime of the experiment is 4000s. 



























) and their evolution is shown in Figures 5.5c 
and 5.6c. In addition to monitoring the specified masses, the heater resistance and power 
values are also recorded as a function of time and are presented in Figures 5.5 a,b and 
5.6 a,b.  
From Figure 5.5c it is clear that masses corresponding to silicon are undergoing 
unexpected evolution as the heating time progresses. Specifically, the intensity of masses 
14, 28, 29 and 30 amu steadily declines after the initial ~ 1500 seconds. The intensities of 
these masses then begins to grow again. At time ~ 2250s, the intensities of the masses 
either exceed or approach the initial values. These observations suggest that major 
transformative changes occur within the SiC crystal after ~1500s heating at 1700 °C. The 
nature of these changes is not yet understood and it will be challenging to understand 
them solely from the QMS studies. X-ray diffraction techniques would be more 
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appropriate for elucidating the structural changes within crystal as a function of heating 
time.  
 
Figure 5.5: Desorption of atomic Si from C-face SiC maintained at 1700 °C (a) Heater 
resistance vs. heating time. (b) Heater power vs. heating time. (c) Evolution of Si 
associated masses (14, 28, 29, 30 amu) vs. heating time.   
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When analyzing data in Figure 5.5c, it is important to monitor the behavior of the 
heater to rule out the increase in silicon emission due to the increase in heating power. By 
observing the curves in Figures 5.5 a,b corresponding to heater resistance and heater 
power as a function of heating time, it becomes clear that the increase in rates of silicon 
sublimation is independent from heater behavior. Rather the observed heater behavior is a 
direct result of increased silicon emission.  
At ~ 1500s, an increase in silicon sublimation is observed. This most likely 
accomplishes two things: 1) increase in sample cooling due to rapid loss of thermal 
energy through silicon sublimation, and also 2) initiation of an additional chemical 
reaction between the SiC substrate and tantalum heater, that decreases heater efficiency. 
Both of these events cause a decrease of sample’s temperature. As a result, the power 
supplied to the heater has to increase to maintain a constant value of ~1700 °C. As the 
continuation of increased silicon emission progresses, reaching midpoint at ~ 2250s, 
power supplied to the heater is still continuing to rise for another ~ 750s, beyond the 
maximum point of silicon emission. After the emission midpoint at ~ 2250s, the rate of 
silicon emission begins to decline, but the heater power is still continually rising. If the 
increase in heating power is responsible for an increased silicon emission, the intensity of 
silicon masses should continue to rise. But just the opposite occurs. At the point of 
maximum heater power at ~ 3000s, the silicon emission is almost at its lowest point. 
Thus, an increase in silicon emission is independent of the heater behavior. This suggests 
that real transformations within the SiC crystal,buried interface or graphitic overlayer are 
causing this event to occur.  
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Figure 5.6: Desorption of atomic Si from C-face SiC maintained at 1700 °C (a) Heater 
resistance vs. heating time. (b) Heater power vs. heating time. (c) Evolution of non-Si 
associated masses (2, 12, 18, 44 amu) vs. heating time. 
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The possibility of chemical reaction occurring between the tantalum heater and 
SiC substrate can be gleaned from an unusual increase in heater resistance during the 
increased silicon emission timeframe (Figure 5.5a). Though the chemical reaction is 
definitely possible, it is not the cause for the observed silicon emission increase. This is 
concluded by applying the same logic as with the heater power analysis in the previous 
paragraph. Before the initiation of the rapid silicon emission, the resistance of the heating 
filament is continually rising due to the chemical reaction between tantalum and SiC. 
This rise in resistance is linear due to steady supply of silicon atoms. At the onset of 
excessive silicon emission at ~1500s, the linear increase of resistance is no longer true for 
the duration of the emission process. The reaction rate between the tantalum heater and 
silicon increases, due to increased supply of the latter.  At the conclusion of the emission 
process at ~ 3500s, the heater resistance behavior becomes linear once again 
(Figure 5.5a), due to a more steady supply of silicon and the power of the filament 
stabilizes as well (Figure 5.5b). 
During the above mentioned increase in silicon emission process, the other 











differently compared to silicon species (Figure 5.6c). These masses most likely represent 
increased emission from the chamber background due to the increased heater power 
output (Figure 5.6b) and subsequent heating. This is corroborated by the observation that 
the maxima for these species coincides with the maximum of the heater power output at 
~ 2850-3000s heating time.  
The main question that is left to be addressed is: why does the SiC crystal 
abruptly increase the output of silicon for a period of time during the extended heating 
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process? This phenomenon is contrary to the expectation, that when graphene layers are 
formed it would be harder for silicon to escape, thus resulting in a progressive decrease in 
silicon sublimation. Unfortunately, without performing additional experiments that focus 
specifically on the SiC bulk structure during the high temperature heating, it is 
challenging to address this question fully. It is likely that the SiC crystal itself has nothing 
to do with the increase in silicon sublimation. Rather, as the growth of graphene layers 
continues, large quantities of Si atoms are being trapped in the interlayer gaps and pores. 
As growth of graphene progresses the stresses and compressive strain associated with this 
process increase, resulting in a spontaneous rearrangement of graphene layers (i.e. 
twisting, buckling, etc.) to acquire a lower energy state. This opens up new paths for the 
trapped silicon to escape through, thus resulting in an observed increase in silicon 
sublimation. 
 
5.3.3 Determination of silicon energy of sublimation from C-face SiC in 
ultra-high vacuum 
In order to understand the mechanism of graphene formation in detail, it is crucial 
to understand the energies associated with this process; specifically the energy required 
for the silicon atoms to sublime from the surface of SiC and, when multilayers of 
graphene are formed, the energy required for passing through the graphene layers as well. 
In principle these two energies should be easily determined and differentiated from one 
another. In practice, separating these two values becomes challenging and only a 
combined energy can be derived. This combined energy will be referred to as the energy 
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of sublimation. This complication arises as a result of the detection limit of the QMS and 
the fast rate of graphene growth on C-face SiC at high temperatures.  
For the experiment, the SiC sample is prepared according to the procedure in 
Section 5.2. During the experiment, the sample is first heated to ~ 1250 °C and the mass 
spectrum in the 1-75 amu range is obtained as a background. The sample is then rapidly 
heated to ~ 1800 °C and held at that temperature for 5 minutes to accumulate layers of 
graphene. After 5 minutes, the mass spectrum is acquired. The temperature is then 
decreased to 1700 °C and the mass spectrum is acquired again. The same procedure is 
repeated for 1600 °C and for 1500 °C. No discernible silicon sublimation is observed 
below 1500 °C with the QMS used for the experiment. The background spectrum is 
subtracted from the spectra obtained at the above mentioned temperatures and the area 




) is plotted as a function of acquisition temperature (Figure 5.7). 
 
 















), because in these experiments, 
considering the chamber background species, mass 14 uniquely belongs to silicon, 
whereas mass 28 can contain contributions from CO and N2. These contributions can 
skew the measured values. 
 The energy of silicon sublimation is calculated from the linear Arrhenius equation 
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   ( ), where   ( ) (natural logarithm of the area under the 
mass 14 peak) is a function of inverse of the temperature 
 
 
 (units of Kelvin) with a slope 
   
  
 and intercept   ( ).    is the energy of sublimation (in units of eV) and    is the 
Boltzmann constant expressed in units of eV K
-1





this is represented in Figure 5.8. The energy of sublimation    is, thus,  determined to be 
~ 5.5 eV, which is in close agreement with the reported values in the literature [142]. 
 
 




) vs. inverse of temperature. 
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5.3.4 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic depth profiling 
Samples used for the experiments in previous sections, as a consequence of 
prolonged heating at high temperatures, graphitize very readily. This is confirmed with 
the XPS analysis of newly graphitized sample prepared by heating SiC at ~ 1700 °C for 




Figure 5.9: Survey XPS analysis of the C-face SiC after being heated at 1700 °C for 
11900s in UHV 
 
Figure 5.9 illustrates the elemental composition of the film’s surface, with atomic 
percent of carbon being 98.8 % and oxygen 1.2 %. The observed oxygen can be 
attributed to surface contamination due to transport of the sample from the growth 
chamber to the XPS chamber. Figure 5.10 illustrates in detail the C1s peak. It is clear that 
the surface is graphite as evidenced by the dominant sp
2
 hybridized carbon peak at 
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~ 284.6 eV. The peak corresponding to sp
3
 hybridized carbon is observed at ~ 285.1 eV. 
Due to the oxygen contamination on the surface, peaks corresponding to epoxy or 
hydroxyl functionalities are observed at ~ 287.6 eV. Lastly, the peak due to π-π* shake-
up, observed at ~ 291.4 eV, further confirms the graphitized nature of the film.  
Figure 5.11, depicts the Raman spectroscopic analysis of another UHV 
graphitized SiC sample. This serves as an additional confirmation that the produced 
material is graphite. In fact, it can also be referred to as multilayer randomly oriented 
graphene or turbostratic graphite. This is confirmed by the presence of a prominent G' 
peak at ~ 2691 cm
-1
 that can be fit with a single Lorentzian with a full width at half 
maximum of ~ 72 cm
-1
. The graphitized material is clearly defective as evident from the 
presence of the D peak at ~ 1345 cm
-1
. SEM analysis (Figure 5.12) confirms the porous 
nature of the grown film, which contributes to the observed intensity of the defect peak 
(D-band) in the Raman spectrum in Figure 5.11. 
 
 
Figure 5.10: C1s peak XPS analysis of the C-face SiC after being heated at 1700 °C for 




Figure 5.11: Raman spectroscopic analysis of SiC, graphitized at ~ 1700 °C for ~ 7500s 





Figure 5.12: SEM analysis of SiC, graphitized at ~ 1700 °C for ~ 7500s in UHV. The 
inset is a magnified view of the film. 
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Because of the ease of SiC graphitization at high temperatures in UHV, it is 
useful to determine the graphitization rate at the conditions used in this chapter’s 
experiments. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic (XPS) depth profiling is performed with 
the same system described in Chapter 4. The sample is etched with an Ar ion beam at a 
rate of ~ 10.69 nm/s and the atomic percentages of carbon and silicon species are plotted 
as a function of etch depth in Figure 5.13. It is determined that after 198.3 minutes of 
growth time at ~ 1700 °C, C-face SiC builds up ~ 35.515 µm of multilayer graphene, 
which at this thickness should be more appropriately termed graphite. This value is 
determined from the point of intersection of two curves corresponding to carbon and 
silicon species in Figure 5.13. This means that the rate of graphitization is ~ 2.98 nm/s. 
With a reported graphene thickness value of ~ 0.335  nm [143], the growth rate then 
equals  ~ 8.89 layers per second for C-face SiC at 1700 °C in UHV.  
The chemical evolution of carbon and silicon peaks during the Ar ion depth 
profiling is demonstrated in Figure 5.14. Transition from graphite to SiC as a function of 
the etch depth is clearly observed in Figure 5.14a. Transition from the dispersed silicon in 
graphite to SiC is presented in Figure 5.14b.   
 
 




Figure 5.14: Evolution of (a) C1s and (b) Si2p peaks during the XPS depth profiling of 
the graphitized SiC sample, prepared by being heated at 1700 °C in UHV for 11900s.  
 
Figure 5.13 also reveals that silicon and carbon are not distributed evenly 
throughout the graphite layer. The first ~ 12.376 µm of the graphite film contains ~ 99 % 
carbon. The thickness of this layer corresponds to ~ 34.85 % of the total thickness of the 
graphite film. The remaining ~ 65.15 % of the film is composed of the mixture of silicon 
and carbon species with an increasing percentage of each. It is important to note that, due 
to the inhomogeneity in the Ar ion beam etched graphite layer, there can be variability in 
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the measured relative percentages of silicon and carbon distribution. An alternative depth 
profiling approach with an added capability of determining the exact nature of silicon and 
carbon containing species in the graphite film would utilize time-of-flight secondary ion 
mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS). Figure 5.15 demonstrates the SEM images and the 
corresponding Raman spectra of the of the Ar ion beam etched SiC graphitized at 
1700 °C in UHV for 11900s. Due to the gaussian profile of the ion beam, the area in 
Figure 5.15f is the recipient of the majority of the Ar ion flux.  Figure 5.13 was, in fact, 
produced by collecting C1s and Si2p spectra from this region during the depth profiling 
procedure. Other regions of the etched SiC (Figure 5.15b and 5.15d) can serve as 
representations of what the surface of graphitized SiC would look like at different stages 
of etching, due to a decreased ion flux and, therefore, a slower etch rate at those areas.  
 
 
Figure 5.15: SEM and Raman analysis of the Ar ion beam etched graphitized SiC film 
grown at 1700 °C in UHV for 11900s. (a) Depiction of the etched graphitized SiC with 
three distinct areas. (b,c) (d,e) (f,g) SEM images and the corresponding Raman spectra of 
the etched regions in (a). 
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The corresponding Raman spectroscopic analysis of these regions indicates the transition 
from the fully graphitized SiC (Figure 5.11), to partially etched defective graphitic layer 
(Figure 5.15c), to finally pure 4H-SiC substrate (Figure 5.15e and 5.15g).  
  
5.4 Conclusions 
In summary, the study described in this chapter utilizes quadrupole mass 
spectrometry (QMS) for investigating the nature of the subliming species from the 
carbon face of silicon carbide (C-face SiC) heated to high temperatures in an ultra-high 





. Other fragments belonging to carbon and SiC are also observed. It is also 
determined that at 1700 °C, after the initial decline in silicon sublimation rate due to the 
buildup of graphene layers, either the underlying SiC crystal or graphene layers undergo 
a transformation (probably reconstruction and/or formation of grain boundaries) that 
results in a renewed increased rate of silicon sublimation. The origin of this 
transformation is not known, but it is most likely related to the release of stresses 
associated with rapid growth of graphene layers. The rate of graphene growth is also 
identified based on the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic depth profiling analysis of the 
C-face SiC sample heated at 1700 °C for 198.3 minutes. It is determined to be 
~ 2.98 nm/s or ~ 8.89 layers per second. The silicon sublimation energy is also 
determined, by performing mass spectrometric analysis of the subliming silicon as a 
function of temperature. The silicon energy of sublimation is calculated to be ~ 5.5 eV, 




CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE OUTLOOK 
 
Graphene holds a lot of promise as a technologically relevant material. Novel 
applications that use it directly or as part of hybrid structures are reported with an 
encouraging frequency. This interest is fueling other areas of research in two dimensional 
materials, prompting researchers to take a closer look at many already well known 
materials that are known to have layered structures similar to graphite. Though scientists 
have already developed procedures for producing graphene, there are limitations to each 
one, specifically in regards to scalability, quality, and cost of production. Therefore, there 
is still a need for developing novel methodologies for producing graphene and graphene 
like materials that would overcome the limitations of current approaches.  
Graphite oxide is thought to be a promising candidate for graphene-like material 
production. Chapters 2 and 4 of this Thesis introduced methods for producing graphitic 
materials via graphite oxide reduction with laser and 3 keV Ar ion beam irradiation, 
respectively. The final products were extensively characterized with spectroscopic 
(Raman and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopies), microscopic (scanning electron 
microscopy) and electrical characterization techniques.  In both reduction approaches 
nearly 100% removal of oxygen containing functionalities is achieved. In the case of 
laser reduction approach, formation of randomly oriented multilayer graphene 
(sometimes referred to as turbostratic graphite) is demonstrated. Both reduction 
approaches produce sp
2
 hybridized carbon materials that have low sheet resistance values 
between ~ 100-2500 Ω/sq. In addition, 3 keV Ar ion beam approach creates unique 
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surface morphology (nanocones and nanopores) during the graphite oxide reduction 
procedure, depending on the angle of irradiation.  
Incorporation of graphene and graphene-like materials into devices can lead to 
their faster commercialization. One such device, specifically broadband light sensor, 
based on the laser reduced graphite oxide-unreduced graphite oxide system is described 
in chapter 3. It is determined that the efficiency of light conversion to electrical current   
increases when low oxygen (~ 18%) content graphite oxide is used as a starting material. 
Future research would focus on further investigation of the physics governing the charge 
carrier dynamics upon exposure of that material to light. Improvements of this device can 
be made by producing hybrid structures with other materials. 
Another promising substrate for graphene growth is silicon carbide (SiC). 
Chapter 1 introduced the reader to this method. Though this approach has been known for 
some time now, the detailed understanding of the mechanisms governing graphene 
growth are not completely understood. Therefore, Chapter 5 was dedicated to the 
investigation of these mechanisms with the aid of the quadrupole mass spectrometry 
(QMS) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). During high temperature 
graphitization of SiC in ultra-high vacuum (UHV) environment the release of the 
subliming species was monitored as a function of temperature and time. It was 
determined that silicon was the dominant subliming specie, though other atomic and 
molecular species were observed as well (carbon clusters and silicon carbide fragments). 
When the subliming species were monitored as a function of time, an unexpected 
phenomenon was observed to occur when SiC was heated continuously at 1700 °C. After 
the initial prolonged expected steady decline in the amount of subliming silicon, the rate 
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of silicon sublimation suddenly rapidly increases almost to the initial values. This 
behavior is thought to be a result of surface transformation to achieve lower energy state. 
In the process of the surface transformation new pathways for silicon escape open up, 
resulting in an observed increase of silicon sublimation. By monitoring the amounts of 
the subliming silicon as a function of temperature, the energy of silicon sublimation was 
determined to be ~ 5.5 eV. Also, Ar ion beam depth profiling, coupled with XPS 
analysis, revealed that thick layer of graphite can be readily grown on SiC in UHV at 
high temperatures and the distribution of carbon and silicon is non-uniform throughout 
that film.  
The work presented in this Thesis has wider reaching applications then that 
related to just graphene research. Carbon and oxygen are some of the most abundant 
chemical elements in space. It is therefore expected that graphite oxide is also very 
common. The processes described in chapters 2 and 4 have direct relevance to the 
processing of graphite oxide in space with intense photon and ion radiation. This 
radiation induced modification of graphite oxide can trigger chemical reactions with 
other simple organic molecules leading to the formation of larger biologically relevant 
complex organic compounds. This investigation is something that should be done in the 
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